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'INTRODUCTION.

In 1963 the Congress of the United States ,passed the Community Mental

Health Centers Act and radically changed bOth the substance and praCtice of

mental .health service ddlivery. :1116 fact that the community mental health.

revolution.- had its inception during a Period of a larger civil rights revolutio

in this country shaped the nature and content q this. Act. Certain. expJ,.icit,

and implied features of :the Act had very special, significance/fOr black

communities- and generally raised expectations of black mental health and, human

'.service workers.'

AithOukti,.the7concept of cOmmUn)Ity control attracted the- 'major attention

of the political Teaders, it was the promise that the new system would focus on

prevention "and' would make a priority of identifying ,and serving previously

unserved persons and.groups "at risk" thA. caught the attention of Mental Health

workerg . It would have the capacity to address those. forces and prObleMs of

.communities that mitigate -.against the expression of healthy behavior

simultaneously shaping and reinforcing 'destructive behavior.

The regulations later formulated by the National Institute of Mental Healith

to implement the Act strongly emphasized secondary prevdntion. Early detection o.f

and treatment-e-fthQs1"at-risk"-wereseenHas the most efficientandeffective

method of minimizing' the harthful and debilitating impact of mental illness

individuals, families_and .communities.



OR thOseblack clients who are abf0o hold their fearS abeyance and

. /

help; ReWreturn4or therapy g h-after-oing-thrpug Aheintake: proCedure.
.

More,oftenthan not the black clieptIsfear....of the systeMhas kept him from:

seeking help until he is in crisis; consequently, the client has. a.need to,

2".'/I.6Ceive.'treatment rather than just evaluatioron the first visit. The beSt

'estimate of the dropout rate at intake,is around 60 percent. Of the 3S to 40

percent who return for therapy, many will drop out before the treatment, pdan

tS'..fUlly.impleMeUted,

There is considerable evidence that the'feW who do remain in treatment

,
are ill serviced by,the system. This islavidenced by the fdct that it is?.

rare Community mental health center that can produce the Ndeords of more thane.

a handful of black clients who have.received therapeutic interventions other

ithan chemotherapy..

It seems-that this inappropriate handling of.the problems-bf black

its roots embedded in the denial of some funddhental differences ,

between blacks and whites true that blacks and:whites are alike

in .more. ways than they dre different, th4 fact remains that they differ in-some

significa t ways.. Blac have had unique experiences, To deny that these

experiences have shaped, a egroupof'people on the human scene flies in

the face of some very tesic principles.of the helping profesiions and the

educational system.

In therepeutic intervention it is Assumed that the therapist or counselor

.

can structure a set of experiences.that will change the behavior and attitudes



Ohrr the a t decade and a half over 400 C to lnity Mental Health Centers

been develo ed under the Act. These centers have experienced many

successes and failures as they pursued their objctives. One failure that

stands i bold relief is the centers' inability to effectively reach high

risk g ups with their, services.,

H

Although the preponderance of epidemologic data indicates -that blacks

genreal and 1;lack' men, in particular arefrimarily "at risk" in most states,

they are seriously underserved by the community mental health-system: High

prison census rates, increased conflict's with the juvenile and criminal justice

n.

systeMS higher incidents of,h.v.cide,.highrateS of drug -and:allcohol:abuge,

"!%

highratei-.ofsChool dropouts afia,push outs, .and .increased incidentsOf.41auetes

And hypertension are ,all indibes that support the assumption that blacks are

very, muyfi"at,risk." However, an analysis, of the allOcation dfmental health

J

center resources more often than nqt.reveals an ihverse.relationship between

health center resoui*and the extent to which groupsthe use of mental

are "at risk.!

Under-utilitation of services by black peop1O-is a very complex problem
, .

:with multiple causality. 'The hi-StoricalrecOrdpf-blackpeOple s. encounters

with thelnental.health7system has produced, a- fearlbf mental health

agencies because mental health agencibs_have often been perceived 4s the front

to the back ward of a state'hospital. The negativeimage of mental health

facilities projected by the printed and: electronic media has obviously contri-
.

buted 'ta this fear.



of anothef person. In edudation it 'is assumed that the teacher or instructor

cairstructure a.set of'classroom.experiences-chat. will change ,the behavior,Of'.

students. In ordercto structure:such therapeutic or.claSSroom experiences the

therapist or teacher must have an,understading of the 'unique experiences

,

needsOf the persons to be served. The puipose of:thiSa.publication is to

identify some of the ways in-Which blackpeoPle are unique and explore these

unique qualities and their implication for effective delivery of servibbs and

for training.

IN

e.

The-papers that climprise this publichtion.were selected from a Aeries of

cOnferenCeg,on !Igsues in BlatX:Mental.HealtipsponSOred:bYthe CemMilnity"'

9inical
Psychology project of the Southern Reg:if:mai ucation Board:

Louis A: Ramey'
Project Director
.Community Clinical Psychology
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THEORETICAL AND F'HILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR spciAL CHANGE AGENTRY: QA SYSTEMS APPROACH

r ;
Robert C. Tucker

As'soci\ate Profegsort Psychdlogy.
Yale thilversitY,'

. .

%PREFACE.'

, .
Many:of the, hypotheses and,' constructs underlying this -theoretical

pesentaryon are drawn from Western (White) thought-.'' This is .dory advisedly,

judiciously and unashamedly, in that tiborrowings, are essentially., apolitical
-

. naturoe.' Social and political ,statement's arise only out of the context

and orde ing of these "borrowings," and the writer accepts full responsibility,
,

for 1-iese.,:d,

The viriterddes not presume to prescribe the appropriate co,litical
. .

postuie /or, anYone. What ,is offer,ed is a potentially helpful frame
,

erence and a methodolpgy for action pianning.72Planning that 'does

one group .of black people against another.

INTPUUCT ION

What folls ins an attempt to conceptualue the process of social change

i open , systems tends, and to develop a rational framework fqr asocial action.

,re

The systems, approach was chosen because of its Cdgency and utility -for scholars

ancrpractitioheis who hope to intervene, in the social change proces-S.- The



'.' 1,,.

systems approach isIertiCularly:useful becaupejt permits4studyto proceed

:frpM,the.loWesi.to the.highesti.evelOf analySis, andjends4t5elf,to the

deVelOpment of:PrdbabilitYscalds for prediCting,the "acrOf.plalihed4,

interventions..

.

Antpcedents for social system theory can4be found in Hegelian philosophy,

Gibsian physics and Gestalt psychology; all of,which addr sed the question

.
of"mutuality-in energy systems. Social systems4 constructs derive from general

,

sYstems theory, cybernetics, and information theoTy (Monane, 1967). In each

-cav, the :objects of sF tudrare dynastic energy systems undergoing ,change at.

differential rates.

Variations of social system thinking can beg found in the works of

oulanges, Weiner, Lewis; Mills.
)

Parsons, Gerth'and M The purpose here,

0 , a

is not to provide a review of the literature, but to develpp

action theory for intervention.. (For more extensive' discussion of social system! ,

Ieory, see Parsons, 1954; Rappaport', 1956; Boulding, 1965; von Bertalanffy,

1968; 'and Buckley, 1568)

SOCIAL SYSTEMS

Asocial system is

!'

a set'of.--sOCial units with relatROshiPs (pat,terns'a

of action) among them (Miller, {1965; Monane, 1967) . A. social syste% is .

,

multi-dimensional with human units (components) of Varying powdr, coMplex7

energkOnding Mechanisms .(patterns of communication), internal boundaries

separating.. the coMpOnentsi, and external boundarIes that define the:*stem-
,

.forits environment,



social systeins are op6n systems, having,Mechanisms Eor exchanging

e:nergy'4"..11 ,the environment (aCcepting net,/ material ordNixcreting waste), and

having: bdundaries that 'are .di fferent ial I y permeable (Kat'z sand Kahn, 1966)1

..Social systems with ,diffuse -boundaries thdt permit virtually unlimitedmx-

ange with the enviionment' cannot 'be differeritiated from the environment and

inevitably experiena dissipation of energy leading to system disintegratiOn.

,

,Systems having strgeig, impermeable boundaries are subject to the second.

principle (law) of "thermo-dynamics (exchange of heat, or energy, leading- to

thermal equilibruim) and tend to move toward disarray, entropy and death

(Weinter; 1948; 1949).
.

.
Living systems' require .,ehergy exchange' with the envitOrungnt: to. maintain

- ...-
vitality and are, therefore,. always in the- process of change. Stable systems

are organized in such away that change may be introduced in a More or 1ess

orderly 'and beneficient way, with minimum system disruption and 'maximum gain.

Systeks of 1Ow organization have weak, diffuse b4t ernal and external

boundaries. This form o organization, is most amenabte\-to the introdUction

of change forceS, but is 1>es appropriate for the incorporation of change

at a helpful agent for system maintenance. System"' df high organization,

having strong, differentially permeable boundaries'with carefully designed

EntropY is defined as ;the, degradation of inatter and energyin a
cloSed 'System to an ultimate state on inert uniformity.. Entropy.; :by its

definition $. is a 'Closed, system phenOmenOn.- OPeit,'4's-Ysteinsjalways ..exchange

energy with the environment "and even though. they may move toward' entropy,
they-never"aehieve ''

,



f

gatewayS, tendi.to be less. receptive to 0 tinge;,'; but' arse more :capable of ab

sert)ing,',and-iiietifporating change for System .ehhancement-',:. with Mini*

System disruptiOn,
.

System life :expectancy is a;funotien of system Organization. SystemkH

that survive are those. that ary:,well:,organ$zed toconVertinComing4iegati 6!

"
energy (ideas or actiOns that:are, in, opposition to theturrent imbalance

/ '

of power and direction of the system), and to incorporate these a4.helpful

"
,.

forces that slow tile movement toward' ently (Lewpin, 1951). purther, healthY
,

. .

systems tend to import more energy than they expend end'develop reserves to

ensure that the sYstql,doeS not,rnn,down, i.e., the system moves toward

negative entro (vonf-Bertalanfy, '1968). , SYstems that-resist importation
. .

0 1

of new energy do not change and, thOrefore, do not ,survive.

,

SYSTEMIC CHANGE

Aldetfer (1971) defines change (very neatly)-as moveienNjrom one state

to another. Weiner'defined change as the movement of afi systems :(and the

universe:itself) toward entropy.' Hegel-defined change as the fesolution of

conflictlqeween,unequal, competing forces. Ih all cases, change involves .

communication and an exchange .of energy between two or

in a different relationship betwpen the two units.

more units, resulting
I 4,

In the profess, energy is

exchangeddifferehtia-ay,andintra-,Ostem_and
intex=sy_stem power relations

.Negative entropy is the product of an .'.open

envirOnment in whiCh it imports more energy tbat

it Stores 'that-energy to .prolong its life: Also

ErillOuin (1949).
.

.
system's commerce with the

it expends, and in whic,h
See Rappaport ,(1956) and



. 'are affected: Change4.therefore, has th-e potential fox; incteasing'or rodueipg

o
power,Aifferenbe6 betweenthe comp-Oents of a.system. .

Change.in and of ;itself is a value-free term, and it w9uld.be inappro
.

priate to categorize any \social system as being for or against change. Dif.L,

, .

ferent change possibilities elicit different responses from different sy§t6Ms;

a0d-different\-5ystems tolerate different leVels and quantities of change'. The

appropriateness and-efficieny of systei response' to 'change'i's 1argely:Y.

function of organization.

highly organized systebts-tend to-maintain greater power dispariticsbe-

tweentomponenti than systems of low organization and are more inClined to

;establish efficient methods for-keeping inter-component power ratios constant

(Monane, 1967). Coding mechanisms are set up to examine the inc6ming change

vectors to determine their suitability for admission (Katz.and Kahn, 1966)...

These coding mechanisms, called institUtionS, readily admit change forces

that support the-extant power ratio and culture of the system (positive
-

'vectors), and, reject, absorb, or. convert change forces that opppse:thai

ratio and/or that direction (negative vectors)

3Power is defined here as the ability to influenCe the conduct 'of others
even against their will (Gerth and Mills, 1964).

Negative vectors must be differentiated-from negaiive feedback which'',-J,
in the4c-ience-of:cybernetics5-ipforms-the-servo-mechanisms-that-the.qualit4Y
of change'is inappropriate; e.g.T that.the room is tco'cOld or hot, that,the2,.
spaceship is.dff course, that the red hue is too,bright, etc,, Negative
Peedback support' of the system direction, negative vectors oppose th0
system direction:
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THE PROMS .OF CHANGE.

ChangeYoccurs as :.a result of Action. This tautology.has been formalized

4 .
.

in phySics ps NeWton'S,Third-LawAnd in philosophy 4s-the:Hegelian
_ .

: g
_

Both,:.pbsit,the-notiefilthat change. isbroUght About:through interaction:,between

unequal forces, and that this interaction occurs as a result of that inequality.

:).-
Thej'struggle between thi4se -forces is resolved when-a new equilibrium is achieved,

,,-
. . .

.. .

i.e".:Iii;e4ualities are removed or boundaries are reinforced. Within a social
,

-
. .

System..this prOcess Is initiated by the introchiction64-,'z'd new,-idea", a new inirt",

that throwsthe systW-out of balinde., It resolved, when a new lance is,

achieved. If this balance is not challenged bya, new ideal the system tends

to-Move toward entropy:

VD;

In Hegelian terms, a nesiNidea is conceptualized as a thesis (action)

which gives rise to a counter idea or antithesis' (reaction). The struggle ,

between these forces is resolved through compromise. This compromise,,or

synthesis, the basic unit of social.chAfige (also'see Boulding, 1970).
. .

Changetherefore, comes-about through conflict idthin a system. Failure

resolve conflicts results in system disintegration. Failur

conflict results 1n system death.

It may be useful to provide a human systems analogy to :illustrate this

principle. Envision the thesis as a woman with a new taea on the Tole of

women in'society. The antithesis maylpe anthropemorphized As her,rather

''This woman,has achieved the first incrdMent,of what Freire (1972).

called critical consciousness, "learning to perceive social, political and

economic contradictions and tetake action against the Oppressive elements of

reality." If this ii so, she-can never be,subjugated again: :;-,her mind has

been liberated.



doctrinaire husband ,who .is threatened by_the nefir idea --,he sees his interests

'being, best served by preservation.of the old ordering and definition of roles,

ensuing donflict affects other components of the system (children, rel-
.

atives) in such away that system stability is threatened. Left unresolved,

this cOnflict would lead, io system disarray., and eventually to System'

disintegration. ReSolution Of conflict would mean change.
. .

This, particular -conflict :maysbe resolved.in a,numberbf,ways,

r.or.divotce (expelling one of the components), negotiation ':(each

'64.CoimpOnenii'ModiAng4enands)-, OverWhelmingfOrce (encapsulating'

the weaker comPonent). In any case, the idea would be resPonded to and a I.

compromise would be reached:

regardless

Resolution is inevitably a compromise because

of howdconflict is resolved, both parties,Must lose something.

Murder or divorce would be as much a compromise as negotiation, in that bath

.

would lead to inconvenience and a Shift in the power relations between the

remaining components.

Even in simple subsystems, such as the nuclear family, dramatic change

as described here is generally precipitated by much smaller increments, .

of change. Some change must have occurred in. the psfthic 6rstem of the wife

to enable her to envision possibilities for.a new ordering of roles, and to

enable her to'take action to alter the status quo. Similarly, change.had

elicit and support a change in her

psychic syStem.



In more complex social systems, dramatic Change occurs with less fre-

quencY and always with much greater difficulty,
t
i.e., dramatic change is the

least probable'fOrm of change, This is so because complex. social systems

are better prepaed to efficiently repel, absorb and convert negative change

victors,

idea of an emancipated wife is more threatening, to the husband than

ihe neighbffhood;/more threatening to,he neighborhood than to the city;'

more threatening to 'the city than to the region; etC The city structure

'(and the ordering of -roles therein) wil; not be affecteg until the wife is

joined in.her rebellion by several other wives. Until then her activity can

be tolerated as a minor nuisance that poses
. "

vector may be absorbed.

particular threat: the change

If thedwife becomes more insistent, the city power components may re-

spond by offering her .a subservient or inferior job as a crossing'guard ok

meter maid, thus responding positively to her-demands but :'converting them

into activities that support the notion of role differentiation based on sex

and the primacy of males in the world of work: the change vector may be

converted.

- ,

Alm:the other .hand, the power-components may accurately forsee that this

. .

.

.Change-Will lead to other changes that will. eventually subvert the. system,

In.thiS case.they.maY'decide to arrest or exile the woman to ward the

future threat:': the change- vector maybe repelled.or repressed:



,

It i ipossible that incremental change.n One/area may be offset by an

incremental response in another area that leads to an outcom that 'pleases

no one; btut were the city to respond positively to the d m &for change,

this woman 's successful challenge to the syst might lead to acceptance of

,changed roles for other women. . The probabil ty ,of such change is incre sed

'because precedence has been established, and 'the.idea of emancipated w enI

will, not be foreign to the city system. Acceptance of a changed role for"

women,will make easier to accept contraception, then abortion, the the

new famify forms, etc.°

The major principles implicit above are that, (1) change tends to ,pro-

ceed from the'smallest units upward; from unit to 'component, frOm omponent

system, and, from system to larger system; and (2) the order in which change

-

vectors are accepted into a social system corresponds directly to their

respective-similarity with change units already admitted. This tendency of
wel

change to proceed with direction, from smaller units to larger units, will

henceforth be referred'to as th precedent principle.

6
Imagine three vastly d'fferent keys, only one of whic, will open the

door into .a social System. all this key, #1. Call one'o the remaining ,

keys, #500 and the other, # Z% We introduce 498 additio 1 keys, one at .a.

time, varying each from the preceding.key until #499 is almost a duplicate
of #500,, and #2 almost a duplicate of#1. We then proce a to operate the
lock beginning with #2'and roceeding upward; each new k y will-force a slight

'.change in the conformation f,the,lock that will make t e entrance of the
preceding key less'difficu t. Eventually the lock will accept key #500,
bUt will continue to,rejec 4XYZ.



INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

As was ,noted above; positive changeVeciors-are readily accepted into

complex social system (passing easily througlfa differe49,41y permeable

boundary), while negative vectors tend 'to be repelled, absorbed-,'or conyerted.

Within.,e'social political system this task is

tutions, the mechanisms through which

and uality of internal change.

A basic social institution is an organization of role one or more of

starble

/anctled by basic social ins_5'

ocial systems manage the rate

which is understoOd to, serve in the maintenance-of.the total

(Gerth and Mills, 1964). These are negati e vector resistant entities, whose

of-1es .

major function is to preserve themselves, and to keep the power ratio between

a

roleS constant;

political (

These institutions

vernm ntal), economic,

may be grouped into five basic orders:.

military (police), kinship (family),

and religions, all of which are characterized by special-functions and by

special technologic, symbolic, status. and educative (socializing) mechanisms

(Gerth Mills, 1964).

_

Institutibnal change is effe/ cted' by altering thestructure and function

of the organizations and agencies (institutions) that comprise the bagic

institutional orders (churches, Political parties, schools, iovernmental

agencies; families, etc.). Change in any part of the systeM.will lead other

parts to change. This may occur as a consequence of purposeful;-human action,.

or as a result of the
4,
relevance and purpose.

and as

action of impersonal methanisms that redefine their

As institutions change, institutional orders change;

institutional orderS change, social systems change.



SOCIAL CHANGE

The,unit of analAsiglleie is a social-political system with clear

legal geographical boundaries. Social change is defined simply as change

in:thei, relationships between, the components of such a vstem. 'this change

results from natural, emergent or planned.action that has evolutionary or

revolutionary impact,on the social system.?

Social-political systems (such as the U.S.. riably 'respond more

positively to evolutionary change forcps than to volutionary change forces.

Evolutionary vectors-are ideological lines of orce:.(comgelling new ideaSi,

values; beliefs) that enter the-gystem slOrly through proper gatewaygt

.datefUlly evaluated :byTstitutional gatekeepers. Revolutionary vectors,

,
on the other handi -attackwith3.great 'speed anii PorCe, -floPd the gateways,

assault the bOunclari.e..at the -most vciln'erab1; points, and totally disrupt
-

Natural change .is accidenta1,'occuring independent,of human efforts, '

changes in ecoiogiCal and housing patterns brought about ithsSan Francisco" -
-.as a result of earthqpakes or in Miami as a result of. beach, erosion, Natural
change often produces favorable conaitions,or sets limits for other foris
of change. It, comes -About4as a result.orthe resolution of conflict,within
and between physical systems.

Emergent change, on theother hand, comes about,as the logical conse-
quence' of the collectiveaqion of men .(Bloomberg, 1967), modified -by
natural Pre-conditons. -It is pbt. consciouslY planned, it simply emerges
over time Washburne (1954).called this phenomenOn socio-cultural drift,
the-gradual changing.of:sotiaA institutions with no conscious planning, as a
result of the convetgence of several'smallshanges.

iinanned change occurs ava.yesUlt of *direct interventions and manip-
,

ulations 'of the social%system by.power components within the system, e.g.,
legislative action; revolutionary action, igar,-labor negotiationS, etc.



Evolutionary change proceeds mainly through a long series o inter-

0
related incremen al changes, each of which is small in.itself, but all of

which cumulate o transform the character of man and his society (Bloom-
,

Ilerg,,1967). A this process,the social system is transformed to bring into

being whole ew potentialities for further development and change (the

:precedent'pliAciplef.

....
.

. .

Revd ticharY.changeon the other hand,-:imPlkes:CataciYSmic actOnthaif....,
.

'brings a I II ut major structural and systemic changes in a short period of

time. a concomitant 'to revOlution, new perceptions of .:reality and new

concept LOns of the proper order-of things lead to major chariges in these

basic

order'

re

nstitutions which estabrsh cultural patterns and preserve social

. . ,

Revolutionary change is. made possible by evolutionary changes. Social

olution brings to fruition some of the long -run evolutionary social

iLanges which have been building.up for centuries, but/ have,. not yet become

domiwt because of incompatibility with existing social structures and

/cultutal themes. UnlikievOlutionary change which proceeds over centuries,

-revolmponary change. occurs within the lifet e of,One gentiation but

its:effectS are felt for many generations. .followl(Bldombetg,- 1967) .

c

In the U.S., revolytionary change in the basic social institutions is

6,,

highly imptobable. piiktical and social revolution is;moet probable in

systems of low organization and in settings where there is widespread



"di,ssatisfaction. The U.S. is highly organized and has comparatively

general dissatisfactio with system functioning or the distribution of power.

setting, evarationary change is the most prabable form of change.

CHANGE AGENTRY

4fr

Change agentfy is the practice of planned intervention in the process

of social,change to accelerate ,the introduction and acceptance of negative

change vectors into a social system. A change agent is'arefindividual who

practices change agenIfy. Though he may also catalyze, he must be'clearly
. .

differentiated from the actiontatalyst who simply poses a negative ques;ion

(expressive dction) which initiates a-change process. The change agent not

only, poses the appropriate question, but when necessary, skillfully follows

-through with the-challenge to the systei' and skillfully negotiates'acceptance

and incofporation of the new ideas (instrumental action).

Instrumental action is grounded rational decision making. Action

alternatives are weighed in tefms of an estimation of their desirability

and probability ratio iseldentified and implemented.o. Probabilities are de
.

rived from objective 'nalt is of data. Desirability,indices, are derived from

.
subjective analysis of data, and subjective judgments.about what is good or

bad for the system. Change agentry, therefore, is a political procese,

only, part,science, and is ,partly art.

CHANGE AGENTRY PRACTICE.

In accord with the precedent principle, social systems tend to be

highly resistant to dramatic change. Opposition is weakest-among low power.



components who have little to Jos , stronger among middle power components'

who stand to lose more, and strongest among\ high power components who have.
\

most to lose (except in cases where the issue is cikama.tic positive change).

All .components view change with a trepidation that often overshadows

feelings of discOntent and dissatisfaction..

. who would these fardels bear,
To grunt, and sweat under a we,arY,lif6,
But that the dread of something after cfeath--
The, undiscover'd country, froin whose bourn
No traveller returns--puzzles the will,
And makes-us rather bear those ilds we have

Than fly to 'otheri that we know 'riot of?

Thus conscience does make colea.rdsk' of us, all,

And thus the native hue of resolution,
Is sisklied o' er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pits and moment
Found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong
Which will be imposed upon them

(Hamlet , , , 56)

Demands may b ex ressed in many ways. are most, instrumental when

emphasized by action. For illustrative Purposes, two specific types' of action

will be -discussed, here: mass action (disrUption/peaceful denionstrations)
t

and small group action (SUbv rsiori proselyezing). In accord with the,

made possible by the-long -term: effectsprecedent principle, mass ac

of small group action.'

on is

Mass action has:the potential for flokling the gateways_ and crumbling

the boundaries of a social ,sysmtem,, presenfing.the system with challenges

The way an idea or action symbolized- greatly influences-how it is

perceived, and vice-versa... Mass action mays called "disruption" or qpeace-

ful demonstrations" depending upon the sympathies of the person describing

the' action. Thus,' "proselytzing" may be called "subversion" .Freedony,
Fighters" may be called "insurgents", "segreg6tionists" may ca,"l)]. themselves

"advocates of neighborhood schools". 4s.



PPre numerpug"thanit can effiCiently handle. System disruption leads tog

system disarray which will, if left uncorrected, lead to system disinte.\

gration. ,The challenge, therefore, cannot be ignored. If the system cannot,

repel the httack, it has no choice but to negotiate with the attackers.

In teal'social-pelitical, systems, the process of.negotiation i

difficult because mass action participants seldom ree h the'demands

are --fOrIAlhat the settlement should be: Additi ally, fear among.system

cemponents mitigates against acceptance of radical change, thus, limiting the

freedom of gatekeepers to negotiate%

The,change agent has the dual problem,ofdevising a comptomise that the

gatekeepers can deliver, and developinga strategy for selling that compro-
.

raise to his more expressive colleagues. Yet, he knon that without some

rapprochement the total system may be. destroyed. Still no one wi 1 be

satisfied with the compromise, and he must discover some means of soothing

:both groups.

This may be achieved by switching tactics. Allow the. systeM a period

of calm during whichthe new changes:may,be incorporated, while simul-
,_,

taneously organizing the group to begin planning for,the next Action. ;

Subsequent action will be aimed at further developing °and extending

gains made iri the first action. v

9
The more expres.silre'colleagues_not only act as catalysts for the.

social system, but for their sub-system (component) as well. The same
dialectic-that occurs in the larger system occurs also in,the smaller grouP.



For i9stance, a campaign, to establish (black) community contra]: over"'

the schools may result' in a compromise under which the right to hire 'and fire,

teachers is granted, but the demand. for a separate bu4get ,is denied: Thd-'

activist group, after delibera4onk- may decide id wait as long as, a year

. before .undertaking more ftindamettal negotiatioi)s.,,, In etber,cases, .the group

0 shouldmay sense that 'follow -up action s_ould be take imme iate_y system

reinforces its boundaries and 'gaeways, and before tile action troops lose

interest'. Either way, there are considerabledangers 'rei:action failure

of fiat systet collapse..

Mass action h'is advantages and disadVantages.. The major advantage I.

its potential for'exerAng controlled, organized force. The major'diSadi,

vantages .are its potential for treating unpredictable, undesirable and

'Uncontrollable chaos that may lead to syStem destruction Moreover;

as diffioult to launth as it xs to control. Mass, action is possible only

where there_ is widespread discontent that cuts' across -components of the

system.

Small 'gratip action lays the goundwork for mass action; and small

grOups are.the BUD-ding blocks, for laige groups Small-group action is,
r

therefore the More'ypical form 'of ,group action.. The life of an active,.

small group s quite tenudus;.however, because it is Vulnerable to.ar.bi-

trAy or 'whimsical sattacks from the power components _of the system .,::This

is so because the system has adequate resources to repreSs,

absorb small graup attacks with little or no system, d1Sruptiel'I.,1,



mall groups Mustkdevelop Strategy with great care ig'they are td,

avoid:: absrmition;'with great clarity if they are tO avoid conversion; and

with,great tact if they are to avoid repression. Targets of protest must

be carefully seleCted to avoid a:situation in which all of the-power com=

pOnents are antagonized. Survival is largely dependent upon' a,stall

grotIP ability.to distract pd'wer componentSThy'aligning itself with one

orihe other, pitting them Against one another, and by avoiding Action

that woutdencourage them to take joint action against the ,iMall group.

For ocam0e, the "'Preedom Riders" of the Sixties would have been

tOtaity,.:;msuCcessful had they alienated' the power components ofttboth the

North and,,the South (Waskow, 19.67) The sight, of Southern police ruthlessly

blUdgeOniiig black and:whitej'reedom Riders brought:about a flood of revul-

sion and outrage among Northern Moderates and liberals thatyas translated

.

into considerable pressure fOri-official political action to restrain the'

SOUthern subsYstem.

When the protesters shifted their attention to the North, however,'

much of their support dwindled, and the movement was besieged by opposition

from all'powet components including their forter allies (Northern:moderates,

church groups, laKir,unions, etc.). Those,who Supported school int6gration

in the. South,," opposed it. for the NortiOgheretheir. children might be forced

The rhetoric of opposition to integration,

was diffent in the North, but the goal of resistance was identical to that

which waS,'preVAlent in the.South (Carmichaal,Hamilton,



J

A moralist/expressionist.would view the shift-in the focus-of attack

as morally and logically consistent with the thilist of themovement.1 A

pragmatisi/instruMentalist wouldview-it as ihdefensibly faulty strategy

with extremely low probability of success. One's. evaluation of this action

varies with one's philosophy. Those who feel that nothing, but tharmost'

desirable outcome is: acdeptabl (all ,or nothing) will, suppOrt the "40 for

broke" NOthexn strategy. those i4110 have a sense of historx and sy;tem

functioning will be more inclined to, settle for

most probable outcomes (Bross, 196S);v

This is not to say that'the civil rights movement shOuld not have

addressed itself to the problems of the North. It is to say that the .timing

was poor: SimilarlYOn this decade -ah'',0,0.,hcoot of the civil rights

movement, the busing to achiele .rOial'balance campai

Leompl,etely,oUt of,Reelkfig with the skilled practice o
0
f

n
.

is ifl-titted ani

Change.agentry., If

the goal is qual4tY education, the principle'of e ality (von Bertal-

anffy) dicta:e'es that

,

,success probabilities.

could be achieve& by other means that' lave highPfv

There is rid evidence that a significant nuMber of high or low power r

compOhents suppoit busing, and there appears.to be substantialopposition

it among all CothpOnents including low power black compon6ts-

whose name the batt.le is being fought. Om the other hand, there,is
,

stantial'evidenee that there is strong and widespread opposition to
t

18
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and.that social trendsOmitigate against' it. Yet, many,die-:hard cavil

righters continue to press. for highly improbable. statug'conoossions and in i,

.;the process expend Valuable'energy and resodiCvs, that coal more profitably

---,be utilized'in securing .important welfare benefits.

In the lace of negative:trends and dWindling support, raising thelis

. .

of busini Makes sense only as* part Of ,the strategy.to gain'sdpport for a other,.

unpopular, but less volatile, alternative. Many' componenwho oppose buing

o

do so with mixed feelings and some guilt. these cotponents woUlthprefer Pt-9

have something to support, -rather--than something to,' oppose. The. spectre' of:'

busing makes other less " radical" alternatives. seem :moderate in comparison..

For example, demands for "compensatory education" or even "community

kontrol of the, schools," maybe.'moreggratimisly received if they are jaxta-
,

posed7againSt:AeMands for busing. It
perceptive de-r6dicalization: reducing the fear-induCiu potential of one

'idea by juxtaposing.it against another idea that. As VaStly more frightenin

to. the social political: system.

0
In the'1972.DeMocratit Primary campaign, the candidate who focuSed

his entire campaign around the issue okbusing won 30 -48 percent of the
popular vote in'; three states where busifit had been ordered by statebr.federai
courts. Cther candidates sensing the ground swell of resentment, had (with
few eXceptioni) Modified their stands on. busing to take into account the
spread oppositi6n.t0 busing among their cOnstitutents.

This situation presents quite a dilemMa-for black and liberal'politi-
clans who may 'genuinely oppose busing for' non-racist reasons to be anti

, , , .

lbusing is symbolized as being .anti-black; COnversely, those who are'anti-
blaA May Cloak.their racism in "anti.-busing ";' or."pro-neighborhbod schools",
rhetoric; the meaning of which is imMediately apparent to their anti-black
supporters, but the face of whiCh,is acceptable,andcivil.

':

9



andthat social trendsOmitigate against' it. Yet, many,die-:hard civi
era

righters continue to press for high'y improbable statuS' concessions and

the process expend Valuable 'energy and resodiCvs that could more profitably

.be utilized' in Securing .important welfare benefits.

In the 'face of negative; trends and arindling, support, raising, the,

of busing 'flakes sense only as part., bf ;the strategy Ito gain sUpport for iiibther .

.
,

unpopular; bui less volatile; lternative. Many components'ho Oppose-busing

do so with mixed feelings and some guilt. ' These coinponerits woUl.dvprefer to

have something to support, ratherthan something to oppose. ',The spectre o

'busing makes other less "radical" alternatives. seeni moderate in .comparison..

For example, demands for "compensatory education' or even "Community

kotitrol of the, schools,' may be.'moref graciously received if they are juxta-

posed- against demands for busing. It may be 'helpful to call this prOcess

perceptive de-rad.icalization: reducing the fear-indueing potential .of one

idea by juxtaposing, it against another idea that ,is Vastly more frightening

to. the .sOCial-politiCal system.

10
In the 1972. Deinocratic Prithary campaign, the candidate who focused

his entire campaign around the issue gbusing won 30-48 percent of the
,popular vote three states'. where busiit had been ordered by 'statii.:pr' federal

courts.: other candidates sensing the ground s%;.rell of resentment-, had (with
few eXceptiOns) modified their stands on: busing. to take into account the wide-
spread oppositiOn- to busing among their tenstitutents.

This Situation presents quite a dilemia'for black and liberal
clans who may genuinely' oppose busing for non-racist. reasons to be anti-.

busing is symbolized as being .COnversely, those 'who are anti-
blaCk ipay Cloak their racism in "antibusing":Or."pro-neighborhood schools";
rhetoric;. the meaning, of which is imniediatelY apparent to.;their .anti-black
supporters; but the face of which; is, acceptable ,afld civil.;



A clever change agent who, has determined that. Community control

the schools is a necessary and possible step toward,achieving qtiality edu-

cation for, compiunity children, may decide to include perceptive de-

radicalization as his major negotiation tool.
ll

In. a maneuver that has

often been used by,unions and-civil rights groups he takes into confidence

a radical integrationist friend and persuades him tO attend a school board

0
'meeting with him to discuss the issue of quality education. They carefully

set up a situation in which the issue of Segregated schools is discussed.
12

llin this case, and in all subsequent illustrations in thii Paper, the

agent of change is an indixidual'whose primary identification is with low-

power groups. He is person who, by virtue of his origin, (in a higher

power group)education or leadership position, has inflUenee'With<Oiddle

orhigh-power groups. This influence is based partly-upon the'change

agentls.possession of highly valued skills and information, and partly

upon his reputation as being trustworthy and ethical. He:is able to commu-

nicate with all three, significant power groups and is formally-' or inforTallY

employed as a gatekeeper, but while normal gatekeepers hold primary

allegiance to high power components, his primary allegiance is-to ,components

of low-power.

12
,:'In this case, the change agent must convince the radical integrationist

to cooperate in an action that is at least in part 'antithetical to his (the

radical` integrationist) primary goals. This requires very difficult pre-

negotiation and persuasion. If persuasion does not work with the first

individual, he has exposed his plan-and may be labeled as immoralnor

manipulative (or both), making it difficult to recruit another radical

integrationist ally.

lie is therefore faced with a verysticky ethical issue: shOulds.he

fally inform his friend of his plan or simply set the stage and permit

events to develop as he expects them to -- using his friend., It can be

said here that the ends do not justify the means because unethical means

ultimately .lead to unethiCal ends. The loasiC theme of this volume is

humanistic and one does not develop humane systems by making inhumane

use of people. The change agent must maintain high ethical standards if

he is to be trusted by both groups for whom and with whom he must.. negotiate.



appropriate time his friend gives vent to his genuine anger

in response.to the board's reluctance to give up its suppOrt for neighbor-

hood ScAools in faVor of busing to achieve racial balance. In the ensuing

conflict; the change agent plays a mediatingrole between the protagonists

and later proposes a compromise:- decentralizadion (communit Control) of

the schools: Though acceptancOof his proposal is not guaranteed,

probability of its acceptance is greatly,increased.

Additionally, his moderating role increases his influence with both.

To the gatekeepers he is viewed as a moderate,parties. reasbnable' Man

amenable to civilized" negotiatiOn(often meaning he".tan bt,easily

bought off or manipuIated)';., To the moderates among the changes foCes,.he

is viewed as an -astute planner who knows how to handle,the "man." Among

l'adicals, his willingne%s to compromiSe earns him the title of "Uncle Tom

while among reaotionaires, his smoothness earns him the designation of

"slick nigger" who must be carefully watched. In any-case the sum total

of his influence tends to increase and he tends. to survive.13

important that the change agent survives to darry,his work out

to its logical conclusion, If he.conducts himself properly, the wrath of

will not fall on him his friend° who

13
In other cases, no one "is satisfied with the compromise and all-

parties vent their anger at the change agent, There is no _formula for

avoiding this outcome, but the skilled ,change agent will take this
possibility into account and will devise safeguards. He will decide to

risk or not risk this outcome based upon a weighing of probabilities,
desirabilities and personal commitment. '



vociferously:; argued for school busing. This often meets the system's need

to identify.and punish a Ildevil;" satisfies the Catalyst s need to clearly,

state hiswillingness to giVe,alllor his ideals; and meets the change

:agent's need lto'be free to continue hisNork:

Both the catalyst and thee,change agent are indispensable players

the change process, and constructive lbng-term change is-dependent upon

in

elf orChestration of their effOrts:. The:catalyStAendsHto be,,,expresSive

emotional:, impatient,.UnrdaSonable and visible, whilethe,Changdagent::

tends to beinstruMental, calM, patient and elusive ThecatalyWtranslateS.

feeling into challenge, and the change agent translates challenge into change..

The change agent modifies radical ideas and pfesents them inla form that is,

or appears be, more acceptable to significant high powerrcomponents.

He often Is the liberal who modifies the proposal's-Ofthe radical,

sells the modification to the moderate who joins with him in negotiating

with the conservative. The restAtant'compromise is less than the liberal

requested and more than the'. conservative would like to concede. Both,the
a

radical and the reactionary view the compromise as a sell-out,,but neither

is able to mount effective opposition to it Hence,.the compromise becomes

the basic unit of change, paving the way for establishment of a trend in

which the original idea may be further developed and refined.

For example, at an earlier period in the history of this country, the

germinal ideaethat gave birth:to social security, unemployment insurance,

progressive income tax, etc., were widely Viewed as being evil, sinister,



communistic and immoral. Today; however these programs are institution

alized and are actively oppos d only by those on'the conservative fringe.

Further, there are strong indicat

as women's liberation, sexual liberat on and guaranteed annual income,

represent ideas whose time has come. Bell, 1967), and whose principles

ons.that normative movements such

will eventually be institutionalize . Black liberation, however, is more

problematic, and will proceed at a uch slower rate. This is so because,

of all the challenges to the syste , the notion of free black people-appears

to°*most frightenink (Tuckew,.1 72)

The major point is that ski'led change agents learn to defer grati-
.

fication of short-term goals in favor of satisfactory progress toward long-

term goals. There is no expectation of reaching the millennium because the

millennium is defined as the next step forward -- and there is always .a next

step. Today's revolutionist becodes tomorrow's bureaucrat.

A static state of goodness, like a static state of evit

of death rather than a dimension of life.

law, of thermodynamibs and inevitable to the

°

agent views change as a necessary condition

for ensuring that the quality of direction

moves toward a state of improved health.

is characteristic

Both would be subject to the second

death force f entropy. The change

of life, and assumes responsibility

of change is such that the system

More explicit: change agentry.methodology is beyond t4q scope. ndintent

0

f this paper, and is beyond the competence of the writer.

23
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.....,...

change agent skills muSti?e:develeped.in the field;, others'derive from,an'

innateH"feeli or that defies Aefinition...:These,writingS,deiineate
_ .

.

. . ,

a,ConceptUal, jrameWork:an4:an approach, that may be.USefUl':for:analYsisof

social systems and for planning social action to effect helpful system

change. The model encourages constructive cooperation among black people,

and discourages destructive ideological. posturieg.

SUMMARY

Social systems are open systems that depend upon commerce with the

environment to maintain their vitality. There exist' marked inequalities

between the Omponents of social systems and there is a tendency to main-

tain or expand these inequalities to maintain the primacy of high powe

components. 'Basic social institutions are charged with the responsibility

ef coding incoming materia and rejecting, absorbing or converting new

material which challenges the extant direction or state'of the system.

Social change is defined as movement within .a system toward a re-

ordering of Toles and a shift in the power ratio between cOmponents.
a.

Social change is primarily an evolutionary phOomenon composed of small

increments of emergent anefaanned changes. In accord with the precedent

principle it has direction and proceeds from lesser to.greater units and

:froM original unit to Similar units.

Change,agentry is the practice of intervening in the process of social

change tcrinflUbnCe:the
quality.andrate:Of change.-, The change agent assures, '::

1/44
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that high quality negative vectors are

to elicit appt'opriate system response-

, .

Change agentry is further defined
.

introduced into the system,. and strives

67negative:inputS

as a practice of the possible.

The'8hange. agent must bescapable af setting: realistic goals,,must be willing

to comprom seand mUst,Maintain a will to survive. The major barrieri,to

'change are: Tear of loss and fear T the.unknown. Thermay be overcome by

ass,actiOn that'force

prepares the milieu.for

change, ar'by astute small

stal incrementsfiof, change

precedent principle, may 1

group action that carefully

which, in accord with the

ad to o-moie extensive longr.tpm change,':

The change'agent v ews change a a prerequisite for. lifeand utilizes

his .understandin

His actions: are no

skills :to ensure-that change ContinUally occurs:

deiigned..to simply influence the flow of change;:but

chonnel it in d' ections that he considers to be good and appropriate.

Ambnk ackpeople the principal. playeTS

theTcata

when

in the change dynamic, are

yst and the change agent.- Helpful social changei's accelerated
. .

eir activities are harmonized rather than,54posed to one' another ";.
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ASSESSNE STRATEGIES AND-TEctINIQUES:
FOR BLACK

Keturah E. Whitehurst1
Chairman, Psychology Department

Virginia State College

I am gladthat ip the t.e.tle of this preSentation:
4

the word "assessment" was

latitude.

used. ntteacrof'"testing." Thisgives me more

Testing ,brings to mind standardization, normative answers,.neat

scores d labels; whereas assessment implies broad considerations, carefully-

individualized evaluations, and a search for abilities as wg1 as weaknesses.

Also, the selection of the word, ustrategies' is most appropriate because it

implies tactical. plans for winning a battle against a forMidable enemy.

this case, thememy,is the misuse of psycholog al tests and techniques

resulting in roadblocks in'the progress of bl ck children in the school systems

and preventing black men'and women; as well asythek minorities, from obtaining

an equitable share of the socio-economic and career Omoomtunities which

America provides.

In no area of social science are 'the issues or the thinking

more explosive than in the area of psychological testing. Therefore, we

must, for our protection, concern ourselves with the testing ssue;.but,

more responsibly, we must tackle the larger issue of assessment in general.

.To this end, strategies for improving the assessment, process must be planned

and implemented.



assessed each other's abilities, capabilities

bities, personality, achievements, performances, talents, character; intelli-

gence, morality, coping strategies, citizenshipt dependability -- yes even

intentions and motives, both conscious and unconscious -- and we will continue

o do so. We make judgments,. suggest dr even insist upon-courses of action,

and thus indeed, influence thd destiny of otters. What, then,

in the assessment process? In the first place, the judgments that we

too' often made without adequate bases. They are.snap,judgments. Next, the

courses of actidn.tha we suggest
,

are many more alternatives.

or insist upon are-usually too restricXed.

Thirdly, the destinations at-which our

clients find themselves are frequently not compatible

1

their potentials; their hopes and their aspirations.

ong with:ItheSe assessments. :They were not infdrmed;-theY were not'reliable

'In,essence, they Were:justnet good enough.,:

n an attempt to spggeSt :Ways of improving thaProcessOf assessment,

am firSt:going to-point mit and deScribethree:personal hangicapOhat the

assessor must overcome, before.fi 'orshe can; make his.or her best assessment.

Before listing these .let mesay that, perhaps, dulygr'eatest-errOtS.Weie made

when we succumbed to theseduction of statistics; when 4e began to rely upon

tests alone for all the answers; and when we ceased fodevelop and trust or

own wksdom. -These errors of so-called objectivism can be understood, however,

when we consider the fact' that the task of learning standardized test pro-

'cedures which resulted in a neat score to iepresent an individual's ability

was much.simpler than that of assaying the whole persona' predicament pf a



uman. beingCr;.even any part:of,it,.and coming upmith such appraisalsas the

'presencaifqt, abSence :Of traits, abilitres,'and:potentiars jheprocess is

further'complicated by the Aecessity of assigning a weight to the value of
,

each item in reaching particular.goals, and of analyzing the'suPimrt Systems

of the community that will contribute. to the client's progrqss. Admittedly,

the goals asstssmentApresently exceed our grasp; but we can begin to move
-4t

toward them by striving-to oyercome,,among others, three basic handicaps.
Ot.

The firs:tof the three.obstables'to good assessment as,resistWiCe to change;-:

141e;a1.1: know that factors that influence the developme/ofliUman potential

are cOntinuously.changing,.an&that the dynamic, nature:,of their interaction

dethands continuous assessment. "Yet, once we have made a.iudgment Or have
,

.reported' a test score, or attached a label, we:want ityto'StiCk. We:take

t&bean unfavorable reflectiOn- UpOkour profeSsiOnal integrity if, for

,
, Johnny: MakesN.aStore today WhiCklabels:him:retardech- but on tomorrow, Withlan

tOpleaSa, he makes a _ASCo're On the sameexaminer-that Johnny likes and wishes

test that labels him high average.

to. resolve this:.dilemma,....jwe,'";

., .

errors inheOnt-xn the-Anstrument.:cr-behuman examiner, we.00tarned
- t.....:-

diScrepanticdres, but Johnny really is -a-retardate just as was found at first.
.

i-

Or, at best, 'we compromiseand say,41 "May e ).ow average,,but not high average."

. Apparently, we 'resist, even resent, Johnny's improved score:,: Moreover,

we explain away the improvement on the basis of.test.familiarity and Caution

that six months should have elapsed before retesting. This explanation,

of course, speaks well for Johnny because of the implications that it takes

4



4x,mbnths. for hP4to-;f0iget-41hatWitarnod'in
.

, . .

and time-honored defensedof-inadeqUaOieS and.inaccuracieS oft;eSt results

.ar$indictmentS.against their-usefulness in Making. iMportant dediSions:on

behalf of clients. But more significantly, they are a testament tothe

eXaminerls infraxibility and resistance; to change. We can never bring our-

,'

selves to admit the correctness of both scores. That is, on this kind of'

task; 'Johnny is Capable of behhifinOike*retaxdate underthejnfluenCe c4f.
a

Examiner I and like a boy of high intelligence under the influence of Examiner I

"Could this discrepancy have occurred Kith the Same examiner?

teasing, clowning; uninterested in theStresultt'. Tomorrow,,

C.B. radit(dePends upon his test.-.results: fie is ego:-.involved

'fighting 'for his'Slf-respect and; for his:place among.his:peers. Thechange

in his motivational system has resulted in a change in the quality of his

test performance. In other words, a good assessment ,of the two situations,

would consider the constellation of factort influencing eath test situation

and would lead to iUdgmentsontingent.'upon.these factors;To be,atie to

live with tentative and situational, evaluations ,Isone of the hallmarks of "a

good assessor.

Let us ;ee how this stumbling bfock, thq examiner resistance,to change,

really did Operate in the assessment of Johnny, a black schoolboy.. The first

score obtained simply verified the stereotype of the clowning blhci boy who

is, supposedly, not equiPped't6 use, his brain, but to use his brawn bY to

entertain. In the light of examiner rigidity, we should not be surprised. when

the percentage Of. blacks in the special classes of our school systems far.

32



exceeds their, porpentage in the population of retardates, When :Johnny later

tested far beyond the level for special placement, his counselor Was told,

' that .ithere was no. opening in!the regular-Plass Which was far too crewded,to

'absorb anether,stUdent;thai ItheimProVed test score could: have been

anyway; let's wait and see; he would probably be a ip4i4

class where his needs, aro understood;' and finally, the counselor shoUl& under:-

stand that all this was in; the. best' interest of the student. JOhnny'temained.

Where the first itest indicated that he should be placed. No change:

Then there was the ,black welfare_clieni'who suffered undue frustratien

in pursuit of her educational aMbitionbecause, her social worker could not

ehange%an -earlier assessment. The .woman annodncedlier wish ".to return

*hool; .to accilli6 a .marketabie skill, :and to leave the welfare roll. The

to

1

social worker responded with hostility, refused tojorocess necessary application

.,

form$::,or:to:reComMend'Aheplient:'for:fun4 already,appropriated by the federal

government fOr such educatiOnal:aSsistance. ...She. was unable.tomeet the
.

challenge of changing her assessment of her client from that,of'a black woman

who was immoral,lazy, unmotivated toward selfort, a social parasite, a-supp,

child of the culture of poverty, tb a new assessment of her client as a black

woman who values education, andseeks the.., ppOrtunity for productivity and

,economielndependence. .Thanks to the intervention of a non-profit legal..

'assistance group, theblack woman was tranSferted teanOther-sOc4WWerke

WhO enceu ged and supported. her. asPiration and neiAi. in Charge of

computerizing; customer bills for the telephone company.
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us move now to'the Second handicap that prevents our making good

handicap of inadeg,ry, oaRnewledge and'experience. To

varying extents, all human assessors' handicap. "To know,enoughx

and to have experienced enough to 'en - .1e`nt.o make judgments that determine'

another's future is well nigh impossible. An assessment made'by, the Most

knowledgeable and most experienced,among. us. is but an approximation - not a

fixed truth. Present gaps in our knowledge of how-to observe, describe,

control and predict human behavior Preclude our making full and accurate

assessments` lies the 6hallenge of perpetual study. If we would become

good assessors, for black clients; or any other clients, one, of the bast,strat-

egies is to, learn more and more about-them and ourselves -- not juStmabout super-

,

ficiaLefeatures or deMographic.data but about their hopes, their> fears, their

aspirations, their motives, and their coping strategies, as well.

K9owledge of the culture in whiCh the

find or make his place,is as essential as knowing the individual's test,

results. What are the values and rewards of the culture? What are the

sanctioned avenues Ofself-expression? What personal traits does i
.

admire

and fester?I,HOw. much deviance will the cultUre=toleratel Row dOes itpunish'

nondOnformityl flOi the power structure arranged?*HoWdOes one get: status ?.:

What privileges and responsibilities are' associated with age and sex ?. How is'

the indiVidual's primary culture (his family) similar to or different from

the larger culture which envplopsit? To what extent does his primary. culture

prepare him.for,ciping,wifh the demand's of'the'larger.society into which he,.
o

eventually:enters? What.vagaries and vicissitudes will he encounter..as he

strives 'for recognition(and dignity?



The, task of meshing the abilities and recognized p tentials of individual

.clients with societal structures and systems, of hypothesizing about their

impact:upon each' otheranUthe outcome in terms of the:development and:

actualilatiwofthe'indildiS aweSomeandlar beyond theicen dtmere

scorers. '.SupPOse the clientisa black boy whoilas.performedpobilyin

academic .subject Matter. as eompared with the performances of,.most,of, hig

Clatsmates but: has completely ovekshadowea.al.i

When he enters the last year of high school, do

non-competitive college that will admit him to higher educaiion, where

his chances for failure are many? Or, do we counsel him to sign the
IF

million-dollar contract to play pro:fessional basketball where'his chances

for success are great and, his chances for failure almost nil? The extent

of what we need;fq know about,the boy and society is incalculable and,the

questions fqr which we need answers before risking a judgment ate innumerable.

Now consider the case of a young, black minister, well-educated and ,gifted

wity':oratory.and'Ole persuasion, but unhappy and disturbed about

society,s denial of simple human rights to his people. Do we advise him to

stay inside his church in safety, preaching, eloquent sermons,to enthralled,

'congregations, inspiring endure earthly.hUmiliations in exchange ZOr

heavenly exaltation after deaih? Or, do we counsel him to use his gifts to

lead the people out of the church, into the streetg to act in-kalation a

unjust laws, and to suffer.the consequenEes.ofdemanding freedom and employ-

ment? Do we know enough about-the limits of tolerance,of society .to advise



.

him that, theconSequencesof.his'actionswill..be phYSical:attackSiMprisonMent,,:-

constant `and unrelenting harassment; and finally, death, 'itself?- HoW can we

asSess:.these alternatiVesHow mucWdo*e.really need tO know? Can we see.:

the whole and mesh the part's:

'The third handicap in the process of achieving good assessment is-the

handicap of preconceived notions. These notions, have as their bases cuStom,

o anecdotes, hearsay,-and hasty generalizations, On the ohe hand, prejudgments,

sensitize the iSsessdr -the corrobOrating behavior of the client and cause

-him or iler.toplace'undue emiohasis on a minimum of evidence. On i'he other

hand, prejudgments may dull'the sensitivities to negative instances, thus'

causing, the assessor to overlook or to minimize the importance of evidence

to the'contrary. Consequently, the assessment ..is predestined to come out just

as the assessor thought it'would.

To illustrate this point, ..I invite you to consider' the foll9wing incident

involvingeleveral persons, lined.up at the teller's window to cash their

'weeklychecks. Booker T. Jones was second-ln,line when his: friends, Steven

Solinsky and Marc.Weinberger rushed up and Steve said, "Here, .Booker T.,

cash my check when you cash yours or I'll h4e to go to the end of the,line,

and I want to, get an early start on my weekend trip.!! "Mine; tiC" added

Marc before Booker T. could answer Steve. "O.K. fellows, have a good week-

end." Booker T.-had his friends' checks cashed before presenting, his own,.

_ .

and away they went.: Just as he began :endorsing his cheCk, a 'third friend and-

co-worker came up and asked that. Booker T. accommodate him as he had done the

others becaUse, his wife was waiting in theLcar to go shopping. When Booker T.

O



heard the word,

.car to go shopping.

A

'wife", he remembered that his own wife was waiting-in the

'"No, man," he said, "my wife is waiting too. I'm-sOrry,

go to the end of the line. How do you suppose the other

persons standing in the'line responded to the whole episode? With annoyance

because they had been delayed by two additional checks, thanks to the kindness

of a black man? No. Booker T. overheard the remark: "Black folks are mean.

bUt you'll have

I alway$ knew :it-.11 One refusal tobeused to theadvantage of_anOther.
. s

outweighed two instances of Icindness.:and served'to Corroborate.a-StereotyPe

that was already held.-

(

This happened among ordinary, working people at,psychologists. But

when.ordinary working people become psychologists; they do not,

,ceaseto be cOntrolled by their prejudices and stereotypes; and
---m

relfect this limitation. Moreover,. stereotypical thinking is no

of racial identity. Another illustration Of the handicap of pr

enotigns will further emphasize this fact.

ipso facto,

their assessments

respecter

econceived°

In a tradilonally,black oollege, two black athletes and one white were

'showering' in the college gymnasium. The first black called to the white,
1.

"Hey Chuck, !row me d' tows ./1 (Throw me the towel) . Chuck asked the second

black, "What did he say ?" Whereupon, the second nack replied with this

tangential diatribe: "That's the trouble with all you white-folks -- pretending

tunderstand blackEnglish. Wanting us to talk like you.L Buhl,

Some crap! Well, for your information; we got our own language and we 'don

need yours." "Oh, you understood him," said Chuck. "What did he say?",'



"What did _he say?ll The black student really heard the white student for th

first time and replied, "Man, he was talking to you -- not to me. Hey,

What did you say?"

These illustiations a's well: as others used

that actUalky.:occurred. They show-hOw,easy

this paper are events

t is to fall into
V
th -trap of

preconceived notions and spoil'what should have been an objective at se

It happens not only
to'factorcf.Workers and:college athletes, but elso t

psychologists. Our prejudicial attitudes are

automatic. Their suspension requires an inordinate degree of self-discipline.

Consequently, we, as assessors, are obligated to strive continuously to

ferret out our prejudices and other preconceived notions about certain human

deep - seated, and

beings, to recognize themfbr what they are, to eliminate them with factual

evidence whenfthis is possible, or at least,.to hold them.in abeyance until

the most unbiased assessment of which we are capable hasobeen

To reCapitulaie The quality of psychological ,.assessments jiet uftitately.

in,:.the.PreperatiOn-of-the assessor, His readiness to.acCede thefaCt of the e

-client's potential for change his willingness to be 'a perennial student of

the. relationship
betweenthe:client.and-his culture, his ability anddisposition

_

to weigh the evidence instead of being controlled by prejudicespand stereo-

types -- these three qualities of the assessor are fdndamental to the quality

. of the assessment. It may properly, be inferred at this point that I consider

the assessor, a professional person, to be of far greater importance to the

assesstent process than the instruments, especially the tests, that he uset.



P

Let us turn now to a .consideration of the role of, testtng.in the assessment

process..

Since we have becOme disenchanted-With what most of' the standardized,

tests can contribute to the assessment7 process for black Clients, le .'us

consider alternative ways to those prescribed by 'test, instructions. The

Wechsler tests are among -the most widely used 'instruments for. a'ssessing those

xubric of intelligence.that are held together under.,
..

examine some reSponses.:Made: by my own .clients 'and some Of the iechniques
. : ,

have found useful in 'asSesSing. intelligent behavior .of : children,.

I have learned to look' for sense in 4ero answers. '(Answers
earning ,'a score of zero.) .:.

Example: (Why is it better to pay' bills by check than
by cash?) 'So you can hurry and pay:it in one piece." I

cannot accept zero value for this answer in my search for
intelligent behavior. SoMewhere in' this answer lies d kind
of logic. Was the child bored by the counting of several
pieces of money at the time of payment, or is. there an alluspn
tot° the installment plan which has such .a prominent place in
the transactions of "black folks"? Although I failed to pose ,

a follow-up question on this answer, ,I did follow through on
other, zero answers.

Example (What is the thing to do if you see-`a train
approaching a broken track?) "Get the hell away from there
as fast as I can." (Why?) "Cause 'when the police come, he'd :
say 1,broke it." (Well,. what difference would it make if the
track happened to' be broken?) "Peclide would get killed and
you can't be hanging around where people get ,Icilled". The police
will take you in." I learned' later that this boY'had been
sent from the streets of Chicago ,t spend the summer in the
,country with his aunt. Under theS circumstances, the zero
answer made..; sense -and shbvied into ligent decision-making

Another child, unaccustomed to the realities of the city streets, answered

and try to fix it.," Obviously,



she had respondeCto only the fact that the 'track was brOken 'ariCnot

. .

the word, "approaching." (What if the

track?) "Stop it, till,' fix it. Dem people will get hurt;" she shouted

excitedly:. If I am looking for-social concern as an ingredient of intelli

.genceshe ims.it. If the word, 'apprOachpg" must be a part of hei Vocabulary,

to the extent of its,absence5 the little girl's response was unintelligent.

But how intelligentWas her response when they "approaching"

defined as ,7coming.up to!'.in a substitute question? Her social comprehension

was 'intelligent despite her impoverished. Vocabulary;

2. .I have learned to identify poor questions on the test and torimprove.

-my own fdrmulatsion of questidns to 'achievektfe intent of the COMmuniCation.

ExaMpLes of poor questions are such open-ended ones as "What does the stomach

do?" "Where does the sun set?" The stomach aches or growls; of '`course,

it does. Such facts cannot be contradicted or denied. That the stomach

digests food is an additional fact, Likewise, the sun sets in the skyO,

behind the trees. How many of us, having been told to look at a beautiful

sunset, lifted our ,eyes to the sky and gazed beyond the trees? Astists and

poets 'have found the sun there. Why must my client process the question to

be:. In what direction, marked as one ofthe cardinal points of the compass,

"does the Why, can't my tlient be poetic-rather than

Not-only have my,clientS tanght me to identify poor questioning on

. -- ,._

Wechsler tests,' but also` they have-demanded-thai- I--iMPtove4kown.liieStio



tkample: (What'are.yougoing:.tObewhen you. OtOw.4?)
"A 'man" I' a perfect answer to the question.

Firstattempt at refinement: (What kind Of work.ate Yon, gOing

know;-whatevei.Ttan find" another
good respOnse.'...

.

SeCondattemptattefi#ementt (What kind f Work:Wonld you dO if
you could doanything you wanted .t
.Wi.tha sheepish look, the'young boy answe
be an astronaUt.'!.

unqUestionably,.

3. I have learned to appreciate the facility with which children create.

meanings for-words they do not understand and thus produce some fascinating

answers thtough the exerciSe of their imagination, which is an important

factor in creative intelligence.

Example: (Why should criminals be locked up?).

Answer: "To keep children from eating them or swallowing
them down."

I am persuaded that because of cultural and sectional differences

in the pronunciation of words, the examiner should use for test purposes the

ikondno,iatioi) to which the client is accustomed and which he comprehends.

Therefore, if my clients fail to show understanding of theWord, "s(w)ord,"

I.tr'y the word,: "sword";'if "mil itary" and cem'e ter y!': to ':ring a

.. ,

bell"., I present "militarty" and 'OeM e tet'y". quentWthey

understand the alternate ot more faMilfar pronunciations and are successfu

in° explaining the meanings.

.7

I have Tearned to omit the numbers
. ,

.repdttand-to include in.it a'full' desciiptionlof.My.client's approach

and libels from the psychological

is



to/problem-solVing, a listing of cognitive, social and motivational strengths

and weaknesses and redommendations suggesting developmental' and remedial plans.

n addition to the use of tests as props, for assessment 'of black cl-rerVit

several other techniques are effOtive. Chief .among these is the interview

which expands the client's opportunity to explain himself. ;Here is the

case Of Walter, a 14-year old nonreader who conversed maturely on educational

and political issues, using such words as "charitable," "qualified,"

"diploma," '"organization," AttriTatfoe- and 'durability." From the age of

three year,',Walter had lived at a home for children-without-a-homei In

discussil his .antipathy for

live at the home, and you have to come, to school." When
to School, but

school Walter said, "I ju;E\don't want to come.

asked if there were ever times when.he wanted to read," he said, "Sometimes

.,r do, and sometimes I don't I .want'to road when I go to church and when
,

."

the teaCher tells ..me- to ;. but-,I don't. want to read when somebody tells, Me. to

,

read. just don ' to;. "just a Way I got. (Well.; you cah learn to

read% Would.: yo4 like. to have abille tO the home :and help you to learn ?),

"No. ma'am" was his nstant.-re lk without apology: He went on t6, explain:
4k

"Since mY teachers say I 'can;lt read, it ain't no neecr:to-try beoause if I

$

k,

1,,:.,

can't do t, it would be a waste .of your time and my time to try to do it

.... .

This display of logical thinking was matched only by his ingenuity in, getting

his reading done for hith by, other ,children in the home whom' he paid in soft
,.

drinks an peanut s for - servicesservices rendered . He was literally surrounded

private . se6i et ar ies who read for him and wrote" for him. His attitude mellowed



toward me as the session progres ed, but never to the extent of inviting

.,Orpermittingme.to Come...to:the tome for the pUrpOse-ofteaching:h*to.read,':

Still'.Other-assessment techniques: *Jude appraisals of tte,Client s

Work Ilabits, leadership, initiative, self-sufficiency and social adequacy

,through observations of his behavior on thejob,: whenever this is possible.

Finally, the search for especial talents should be a part of every assessment

battery. Creative-productions of drawings, paintings,. stories, cartoons,

music and dance have not infrequently become the major contributions of

talented individuals to the enrichment of life for themselves and others.

Al Capp left school early, a disenchanted, bitter youth with a poor prognosis

for success.. Duke Ellington was finally awarded a diploma by his high school

after he had passed the age of seventy y

The black client has suffered'severely6.under the onus of misunderstanding,

misinterpretation, and. labeling. Por this reason, many have not had even
,

the chance to-try. With our dedication to improved profesSionalism, our

L-

continuous experimentation with 'a variety of alternative assessment techniques,

And-with our' sense of'biSsiOn to insure that nOjniman potential for .the

advancement of blackp eople will be overlooked or misdirected we should be

able tohasten the day When' black clients wili'cease crying outewithin the

'depths of-their hearts, "Nobody knows but m'self andde Lawd how it is wid
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'EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND THE.BLACK,CHILD'

Thom Moore
Assistant Ptofessor of Psychology

University of Illinois

As trite as it may sound, I think is essential to remember that

Childrenare the most valuable resource to.theJliaCk community. PaUl'SMith

(1973), of thellniversityHof Cincinnati in describing,therelationship.of the.

.

blaCk.psYchologist:tothe:commUnity states that,',7PerhapisLthe greatewealth.

inthe blaCk community is the.Children. I Worry:bOut nilly'

manner in which they learn Whatiis'valuedinthe:blaCk community" .(p: 49)4

as

Realizing this fact then, the blaCk mental health workers,, well

black people in all professions and vocations, have a responsibility to

see' that this resource and wealth is develRped to its greatest potential.

Historic lly it has been a common practice for societies to cultivate and

protect their, resources; it should be no. different for black communiiies

.

and their children. However to effectively meet this_responsibility, there

''Must be a,set-Of.goilstabliShed and strategie identified Which'will gUide-
. .

various inierVentiOns.

Therefore, I b

child or a'blaCk co

ve that considering the mental health of the black
. ,

unitimust include an indepth discussion of values



and.loalt which characterize their lifestyle. Only then.can\thete entiti:eS
1,*

,

..:

besubjectekto proper description'and relevanttreatMents.hile each 'ck
:,

of us are experfS on black life, we must: resist theteMptation to serve as
1

national black.spokespeople. It may be riskyeyen;to feel we'have our finger'`

onthe pulse ofloCal issues, 1/alues and goals must cemefroMi,communit

retidents.

I have a strong sense that as service deliverers isfe'have accepted the

dominant 'Culture'and attempt to mold our children into that

.4

values of the

structure instead oflearning more about our own, culture and advocating for

,I was made painfully aware of this through my study im'commlity psychology

and throungh my experiences of implementing community prog4ads.

It has become increasingly clearthat'in this molding process our,children

are oftentimes perceived as problematic simply"hecause the sociar institutions

which:they must participate in have no concept or appreciation' of divertity.

As our children, just by virtue of their humanness, spread qut on a con-

tinuuM of behavior, they are repeatedly-perCeived,as.different, disruptivep
,

and densequently systematicallyVictimized. Thus to talk about the black

child, I Want to fir$t consider the institution. of public schooling which

e comes..incontactllaith' and hOw.this inStitUtiOn, in fact, cieates situations,'

':for children which.comeAo be called.problematic.

Ih keeping with the theme and spirit of the conference I will explore,

through-case studies, .the status of black-children in the school, techniques-

developed to eliminate obstacles while faeilitatinggrowth, and implications



for trainingat:Ahe:UniVeiSity:level.I. inten&to use 4,ftamework of community
. . . . ,.. . . _ .

. , .

.
. ...

psychologY.: n which to accomplish this
.

. .

BLACK aiiILDREWStNVRONMENT

The black child; like-all of us, lives in an environment which is

charactgrized by a set ofvalues and goals, with institutions designed to

accomplish these and goals. For example, the:value of hUMa*iespect

isSupported through ieligionlanforcement..agenCies,'and the:family;

the value of survival is supported through the institutionof employment;

and alm st any value one can imagine iS,represented in'education.

-Each set of'Valuesand goals. tends;., to. represent an.independentfunction

and perception of the environment or instance, Cohen :(1976), a Ip4iur*
p.

in sociology and sociaitanthropology, states that,

..:z , .

The manner in which we see our environment depends.largely op what
we are Looking for in it. But what we look fords not just an in-
dividual oroidioSynexatic matter--it depends on our cultural con-
ditioning, our accustomed .social roles, and oUr definitioli.of the
situation from which we,,xelate to the environment. (. 40)

He describes at leastfpur different environments: tnstrumental.,-trritorial,

sentimental, and symbolic. Each of these in turn serves a specifi&purpose:

that iS, the instrumental environment is described as a locus of resources;

territorial environment. refers to space in terms of control; sentimental

environment refers to space in terms ,of'attachment; and symbolic ehvironment

tefers.to the meaning attached to the environment, religion, moral science, etc.
4

,The point is that.environments differ and the environment of the child

must be Clearly understood ptiorto any formulation of treatment or



intervention, In the procesS of understanding the; environment .as inter-

4Tentionisti.:;%46: learn what Vaides.apd.goals.iare!importallt. We learn thew

,
in :their broad context and as 64011,child understands! nd uses_. them

SCHOOL AID',FROGRAM

Case Study

Following is a 'description of a program designed to deliver services

to black youths. During its implementation, many Vngs of value tp service,

workers .were learned. A program' titled "School Aid Program was an outgrowth

f an experience with a black youth, his mother and the public school he

attended.' One year prior to our involvement, the young man was referred to thd

university psychrogy Clinic for testing and the teachers.and the school tq
.

. .

counselor suspected that the, young man was retarded and overly aggressive. As

.

t turned out the child was anything but retarded and as best as

determine, the -aggrssion was a reaction to authority,

-And two black graauate students got: involved the second time around

when w6 recered a call from a lawyer saying that the young man (Oth grade,

first month of the,new school year) had struck a teacher. The lawxer was

involved for two reasons:'' one, the teacher . was pressing criminal charges;
.

and twcFp the principal proposed expulsion for the remainder.of the year

and this had to be approved at a hearing by the elected school Ward.

lawxer's goal was to secure psychological serviees and use them.to maintain

the youngster school.

AlthOugh w&mere aware that the :whole school sYstem7played. an important

,role in subsequent behavior of the child, a tr4ditippa" treatment was planned

./1.82.
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which suited the school personnel fine. It was . recommended that the young
. r

. , . .
r

man remain oiit,.of. sChOol fot one semester. and returnyat -the .start .of.' the new
'411,

Hone.. He was enr011ed in a:communiti:college extension prograi!,WhiCh:...offered

high school courses, such as history, math, English, and science. A formal.
contract established,- with the school legitimized these courses.. Also the

state has: a requirement that ail children have to cOmplete, physical educatiOn

training during the 'year.' TO the loca.171,bOyst club stipe'rVised.

physical activity for the .htimber of Hours' necessary Consequently, ttcp young

man completed one semester out of school and the f lowing semester .w9,s

.re-admitted.

Included in the plan was. n once7a-week therapy session for' bbth the mother
.

and the boy. Therapy sesSiCns,:were condu,cted by the graduate students. TheY

involved teaching selfLcontrol 'and problem7solving techniques. The 'gdal t
train-the 'Young man not to be, so quick and :deferisive,:When interacting with

teachers and ptincipals, vid attempted to tench 'him to learn which situations' call.

'for.. Which ,behaviors. In addition, we' 'Wanted to :teaCh him to generate alter

natiVes to problem situations', and ,Weigh possible -consequences. In this way.,. we

were 'training to .set' selfLgoals and develop' strategies for achieving *them;

but the focus Was on the client with little-if any consideration of outside

influences . ' for the mother, We. Simply,.wanted to ateaCh her to be less

antagonistic with school a4thorities. We continued this style of service for :.

'
the full schdoi::y64i... In-fSixaMary, we removed the Client from the school

setting,- provided' therapy -and; .t hrough lour involvement,!_ that he __was
:

deviant. Halfway, thrcingh:th0::prpgrzim, we realized that We had includedndluded any

school personnel in our. plan: Ther,e were fib -Change demands laced on, :them. 1,'



In the Course, of working with this'young man, we came in. contact with

other children expep.encing diffibulty in school. The school recognized that

we .Were a.group of bl k people at the university to whom, they 'could legitimately-4
.'

refer black_chpdren... parents on the' otterhana,alSobegan seekinvout'serVices

for their, children. herefore, one graduate student-idesigned,,a.practicum

course Which, used undergraduatestudefits,t 'dO-counseling-.(not,pSychotherapy)

with schoolage-thildren,

Although the purpose was t develop a program designed and implemented

by blacks for blacks, the st6dent,was'slSo interested in assisting a lOcal

black health center in being more serviceable,to the community, and.providing
. ,

a practicum for blatk undergraduates in applying some-of their skills to other

w The school-aid, prograw was a practicum for undergraduates .supervised by

graduates which was initially designed to take referralsdefined by the schoo,

as'problematic. Our criterion was no morerefific than that, but referrals

were accepted ,only with the approval of theareat. There were ten under-

.4tadUates'in,the Course and two.giaduate a0SiStants,,and over'the-poUrseof.

theye4p*i;each Under raddate.was responsible forOne highsthOol'gtUdent

Consequently, we had 10 adtiye:zases.eath semester? making,. a.total of 20

- .

children'fOr.the school year dur success' criterion: was 0 accOMplish

enhanCed thefedutationalhieyement oftheStUdent.':Atthe

enclOf the yearwe'couId honOtjy Say that.thibe stUdents cOmpletePrPchopi

.thrOUgh.graduation aS a',reUlt:ofourAnvolvement. 1-6WOver; .all students
_



in the program:were not. seniOrS and those that Were not remained in school:

Two of ,theSe undercfassmen, however";'wereeyentudily expeqdd.

cent using:blak7Undei.graduateS as service ;deliverers, .,!AlthOU01,46,did not

Specify:age or do. rOtr it ti On'a4 the majority of the children were referred

froM junior-, high sChool. :ThiSmay- be explained by the uiigin'afid. contacts'

established by this program. All the early communication occurred at the

Once. the program was de.signed, the director of, the health center and

the graduate stt.vient presented -it to.a central office school,administrator

in cha e- ;of pupil personnel who distributed a kief description of the program

school tounse st,.and principals. The graduate student and health center

director followed up the brief description .with a 'phone call, and a personal

visit when poSstble. Each participating school was requested to appoint one

person who would be responsible for working with the schOolaid staff. Gen-

orally this tended to be the school counselor. This 'person in most

,

the most appropriate since pupil problems would always go through that office.

castes was

The contact perstn-W4Onstructed that the school -aid 'program would

deliver service-to any child identified as having difficulty in the school

setting . This was an invitat ion for the school to send. children .whe were be-
.

s havior problems as well as those experiencing academic difficulty.

,',-.4



to accepting anychild, i:Wasalso arequiremeht. that the Tarenta agree' to.

having theirChild in the program.

When a'referral-was received; a_fewbasicfacts weregathered.: name,'

addresa, reasOn'for referral, parent apprOVal,HandAllreViciup counselor.,

contacts The. target was assigned to an undergraduatestudeht.. All:cases

were distributed on A' rotating basis. The -graduate student and the Under-

graduhte would discuss the target.in view of the limited information and the

Undergraduates plan for gathering more information. The.main,thrust was

. .

talk. to US many people as possible:: teachers, parents, peers, CounSelorz

and targ0':., This infOrMation (subject to all the rulesof client c6nfi-%

dentiaiity) was presented in SUpervisory sessions. with the graduate StUdent-
r

and the other'undergraddates. As:a' result-of such*SsiOnS, a treatment

plan was formulated. Treatment plans included tutoring,, behavior-modification

contracting, problem-solving trdining, andstudent-advocacy. Frequently

treatments were a combination of problem solving and advocacy This was then

explained to all parties involved. In the case of behavior modification

contracting, charts, reinforcements, and observations were.explained to all

.
:,parties, including the target. Supervision, in group format, continued

once a week throughout.; the semester.

SCHOOL CONTRIBUTIONS TO STUDENT BEHAVIOR

It was discoVered through thefirsvcase and the'subsequent school,
--

aid project how the Schoolisystem.functions to maintain' destructive growth

in black children. First they refuse to educate them. For instance, there.



..:t programs

be phksically in the scho61 building a minimum number of hours, Of the

of individual curriculum which require-the student

children we saw, they were.either'enrolled in or recommended forone of

One program, Which was specifically for behavior-problem

permitted them to attend school for only halga day. That is,

in school only. for adademid subjects, such.asEnglish,

history and science. Another program;.which was basically,a good

was work study These children were assigned to employment which oc urred

during school hours. After attending a few classes they were dismissed: '

While several of the children we came in Contact with had interesting positions,

the majority performed meniaLiaSks. The: school system also supported

an alternative education program, which from all indicationS varied in terms

of effectiveness. In essence, the school maintained a single standard of

to meet the standard were viewed as troublesome-Competence; and those not abl

arl&exclUded from school,

Another way the school, contributed to negative growth of/the children

was ihrpugh:discipline methods.' TheSe ConSisted-onstructured alter7:
. .

schoOl det.ention,'Paddling, verbal redress ancLunusualsuspensidni. .ghodes

(1974) discovered that during 1973-74 school year there were five

expulsions involving black children. This represents 100 percent of the'

school expulsions for that year Each.of these cases was reviewed by the

,

eschop_boardbefore, approved. Of 775 suspensions, 400'or 51_percnt were

black youngsters; and some off these we were told were repeaters. The school

system is'18.6 black. These practices of excluding black Childrekji



from the

WelComed in
- :

school tended to reinforce their eisting feelings oT not being

been a riot

the school system, Three years prior to our program there had

whirl htered'around bussingand reportedly was initiated by

white athletes at the school. The rumor in the community was that the

.relationships between black and white students at best were tense, however;

When 'students were asked. to rateAilatkrwhite relationsi,we fd iid the following:.

Relations Between Black-White Students

.Schools Excellent Good Fair

School A 0 28.6% 35.7%

School B 33.3% 66.6%

Relations Between Black Students _Mid White Teachers

Schools `'Excellent Good Fair

64.3%

,,

. ."

School A 0 7.'1%

SchOol- B o., ..
8..3 %.;:;i 75.0%

.Relations Between Black Students andWhite Administrators .

Schools Excellent Goad. Fair

School A 0 21:4%' -21.4%

School B, 8.3% 16.7% -16.7%

54:

Poor,

Poor.
. ,

428.6 %"

16.6%

Poor

57:1%

33.3%



Although a small number of students were interviewed,the:resulto
. _

_ .

'.theit.respontes SuggestedihattbereiatiOnship, betWeen thehobVadminiS7

tration.andTblackstudents was'Undetirable::.The relationship. Vetween.hlack'

studentsand 'faculty was a little better, but StilishoWed:heed fgrimprOveMent.

Finally,,blackstUdents described the relatiOns-idth,white students. as geed'
, ."

and fir Consequen tudents saw the' adults as) their enemy not fellow

students. The reason why. the numbers relso small is because'theschool

authorities-refused to :grant permission to interview the Students: on school

grounds; therefore', we arrangedAo meet students across the street frofL the'

school at the end of.the dayto interview them. However; wr treated the

school's refusal to, cooperate as a'sign of unconcern foi bliack 'children.

This prograM was a great learning experience for us; aside from the

school'Sindividualized, curriculums and discipline praCticeS, we became ,

sensitive to its use of outside agents. We were viewed as a credible agent :.

who.could.give.:assigtance in dealing with `black children. We.quicklY diS,
.

coveredsthattheyusecidS in two.ways.. One:; as a dUMiqing groUnd fOr:biack-

children-they.cOuld not handle; in addition to.the ten permanent Otes carried

by undergraduatet the. graduate]Students'did a fair amount-'of crisisHinterr..

ve tion cousulting Second, they used ifs as a -colter for studentS:theY

eady planned:to suspend. WeAiscovered.at severaisuspenSion hearings'
, .. . _

that; the school personnel had :referred students to us who were suspended.'

after only .two:weeks of conkacts with the prograM. One stated rationale.by

school personnel for such quick suspension was'that the student had been .

referred to the school-aid program; and there was little, if any, noticeable

change in their behavior..



4,p1

air overall impression was that our service was much. too traditional

for, our target4. That is, We were ineeting the need: Of the school. and not

the children. We .realiied ifit our mistak6,..wapO.t viewing as
,

weactive participant in' an interaction which''wa's 'full:- 'of confli

involved the school however.,- we still foCtiied on the child as-the: eviant

and our request to teachers and other personnel was' nspecific.

In attempting to _correct our prOblem we agreed thatsmaybe we knew .4.."

: too little. about 'ser.vice delivery and .coiinseling-;. _and .before icontinung such
.

a pr6gram, we- would" need more knowledge about specific psychiaXic disorders

and behaviOr problems and,their corresPonding treatments We also agreed

that Maybe'we were tot): narrow. in the cfelivery:Of:'bur service; Rappaport and
.

.

C ilsky (1973) have conceptualized service delivery modes and treatment-
.s,

6rientations . They distihguish two delivery, styles as waiting and seeking.

The waitingl.mode is characterized: by the service deliverer who" maintains" an

office and waits for her/hig clyents to find her/him. The _seeking style'. of
. .

delivery ecame more.,Popular during, the Conunufaty -Mental alth- era. The

service deliverers ventured out into. the community to seek those in need of

service. This was partially motivated by the attempt to prevent mental

"'illness.' In addition, they described two types of therapists: psycho-

analytic and behavioral.. Each of these therapists could adopt one or the

other ,of the above delivery modes.

While the. program was somewhat innovative in delivery mode, we were

not innovative in terms, of our therapy techniques. In other wo , we

. ,.

,perceived that the child was problen<ic;,and this orientate played an

... 56



imp6!rEariti!ole in determining our approach,te providing services. Xe
. .

,a`-

failed to: identify the child's value of 1 and the goals he had'selected.

fora himself. .We discovered that .we ad made the same Mistake that bther,,

serivce-delivering agencies have madei. The planning of serVdee Programs is

frequently acoomplished withOU.t,, the planners ever examiningAheir.. own values

arid the goals of the people tney,intend to serve. While tbePhave or We have

good intentions, we are,riot always aware of the priority of individual and

,-
.CoMMunitk'needs, nor are of the gommunity Structure and the manner

inwhich resources are tilized. .

COMMUNITY AYCHOLO,GY-

qi(experience has caused m to question whetherthe helping professions

can reach a 'point of.heinga comprehensive service; that is, canetheyY c

understand non-mental health, social issues? More importantly, we have nov4,,A,
z,.

Ir

asked the proper about our work.' :pouldn't we be;staking to

tolerate, morediyeraity in behhVior than we do? 'Psychological services have

been delivered in a formal manner ever since 1945' with littlp if anyfindi.-
, . . .

cation of success; ought we not consider other forms' of likterVentions? We,

seem to be stuck in a rut. For instance when demonstrated that

.

PsYchological.services are not effective, the typical reply is IAte-leed more

rigorous training and research -Tew entertain -the idea that

assumptions. The tchool-aid program has led me and seveia l'eltliPT'ttudents

The.,in the latter direction. We are explorin deas and intetrentions.
,

question'is, what.does that mean ?` Let's lc,..: first at the more common under-

standing of human behavior and eOntrast it to one less.commonj-but in'Ore 'patent.



The dominant explanation of human behavioi is that ind3.14dUal perfor-

,

mance or -achievement 'or' task .completion is strictly
determined by the

iindividual s own effdrt, and:' those who do' not succeed are hamloqlsed by mental

illness. For 'examillei. 'there are numerous mental health relate0kplanations

explain childken's underpetforMance in , school: he/she may Le overly?,

aggressive, withdrawn, hyperactive, emotionally and mentally Asairbed, a

slow, le;"/arner, or just plain retarded. The child is ilegativelybeled and
,

worst' of 'all- he/she isiivietged as responsible for his/her behalftof, This

process has been labeIq&bY RYan (1971), la community psychologisc at. Boston

College, as blaming the Victim. ;Similarly, 'Hobbs (1975), in ''a wview of the

ction of categories and labels,' states,

,,r1"1.

Another effect of eurrent classification practices is v1-14t,'

;theie` Practices encouragel.the"teildency to '"hlame-.the 14.6timff

especially when he:is-poor, LOw.'-income and minority-roW

families apparently,' are regardea- as morally lacking; 0115,e-'

quentlk; they are blamed' for their plight and treated hotQl1Y.

(p. 31)

social

Subsequently, the treatment which accompanies

therapeukac in nature; that
4

A.

prodReds to treat the mental illness

such a position Psycho-

child is referred to, an agent who'

The teferiimg agent's -1!:$t4teMent

of-the problem" becomes reason enough to coniider the` hild Gk.1 While:
.

there:are cased whe147aticular Child may need,professional ,psychological

services, re mbie'tim0 when he/she is an inappropriate V4rger.

t,

The overuse of psychological and psychiatric/service 114.5 been -criticized ..,

by evera workers in the field (Hobbs, 1975;' Renner, 1974; shur, 1,974;

SzaSz, 1969). Thoias Szasz (1964 in The Myth of Mental IlliltS51/4 conceived

psychiatric disorders as social' problems .



1 .

cope with thefV14117i problem a treatment position:

which has realized growing support is that of system level interventions.,
. ,

.

YlmarllY the positl.on has been that the dominant culture perceives any

deviation from their goals and values as dangerOus and abnormal. .Such
,

rigid thinking.leads to a single standatd of competency_

/ Instead of a, single standard of competency,

able in academic circles to recognize puristic aspects of our society,

(Rappaport, 1977; >Valentir e, 1971).

This orientation:is neither new, nor recognized by only one discipline;.

ather; it has 'been the orientation for community psyehology. Caplan and

4/
444hlson (1973) in addressing the "blaming the victim" phenomenon di-scovred.,1.,.

t}lat. 'althOugh We,pay lip-service to 'the distinction between,person-ceniered
/

and situational and2environmental Eharactetistieg of behavior, research:

does nor demonstrate ratedID8ychoIogical abstracts 'from the first-..
,

s101Ont4 "of .1970 in' nine categories whibh, represent the -person-blame
, ,.. .

. ...,

..ituation-blame ),continuum,': They,;; 'at' data-based articles which '
, -1

.-.
,-',., ,' ; . '..

Inwitioird'"I.tpecifically blacks or-fell under' the, a.bstract,4eading Vogt() ,-":'Negro
. ,

Of the:. nkne .categorkes, Caplan and Nelson felt that only!.-three would 1-eit..
.--

to system-blame interpretations 'of `S06ial 'problems, Theresult was that "82

. .

percent of the claSsifiable Psychofogical research dealing,with.black

Americans reported: in the sht months of psychological abstracts supported

eitherdirectly or: .by 'implication, interpreting the difficlilties Of black
. .

Americans in, terms' of personal shortcomings" (p. 240) .



Interventions are' desikned to effect changes in the relationships

between people and resources created, by systems. As 'CaPlan and 'Nelson

(1973) indicate, on an intellectual level,psychologiSts and other social_

scientists unaestand the concept, but owan emotional level_they have fotlia:

it difficult to make it a part oftherr,work, In this attempt to-effect
' .

change in sYsteMs, we recognize'that-the'malor .component ;is values and

gOals. Regardless, of what systems and insttutions do on an observabl6

..basis, there- are gUidin principles which result in the socialization of

the.04d. We will notice that the child learns ,the,Y4fcleS;,Ond no

, .

the society :and. what., expected of 'her/him.

- .

.While many of us understand the relationship between,:assumptions:anC

values: and treatment, it is not clear as,to.what can done' to change.-
.

them. ,What,types:of concepts, training, 'research,' iMplemcntations ad

roles need to-be;devolope4tp.shift'the:direaion 0 40e.fielo.

SYSTEM

Concepts

FIrst we must ,:develop and advocate for coLepts whiph perceive,preblems:.

as a relationship betWeen the individual .and an _institution, Sun concepts

will suggest assessment ..techniques which :will .go beyond the .i.cienti,fiCation

of individual deficits, 'If we take current mental illnesS assumptions wc

find that they4Ave littic,room for system views.



.The initial assumption leadp to person-blame causarstatements, which

.
in tUrn,r0u4re.indiViduaIor intra- psychic treatMent:modalities causing

target.to receive inappropriate seryice.:4exaMplea young black

junior high

Upon

,

student. dOesnot.dO:*11 in school beCause hen.ever.sits in his

_ .

being sent t ..Ehe counselor's-office he uicklydiagnosedas,

hyperactive. Ofocourse, the most relevant treatment is drugs. However,

the cbunselor might do well to observe how the child functions among his

He may lookat the classroom and find that the teacher has made

unrealistic demands. On: the chirdren and, in fact, has, a number of chAlren

'doing poorly because they refuse to remain in their seats. A better

treatment might bealess restrictive classroom setting.

Many bf our current treatm nts are related neither to cultural

nor social institution influe Seidman (1976), says that

need of interventions which con sider the interaction between

Conce s we develop must in turn:be reflected in

values

weare.,J11-

individuals.

our-instituticIns.

Nathans (1973) has proposed* public facilityto .study..thourban environment.,

-lie-ha-conbeiv-ed* .interdiscipllary program in which students (social

"X*iate,theAleed to incorporate into their.

influence-0 hiftAry-,3Quitureand technology on the environment.
. i . ,

Students wohlework withhealth:Care houSing,adMiniStratiow

agencies,

he claiMs

educatiphal.agencies, .,and "environmental groups." Such an,institlitcion

.
,

.

. .

mr...-would" "not only benefit.mearbY communities .and. governments;; but -:



would_ also provide the college'educational andtresearch'proOraMs with a
.

. -
,

'laboratory' to train students and to test.research hypothesis" (0" 232),

New institutional settings .are always needed. they represent.

new ideas,:Values and: goals., and second, .they ,refiecta :Pertain amount

'.of: enthusiasm and pe;.sonal commitment. An institution such as-the one

proposed by Nathan WbUlCbean'Opgeing-center'Where research and training .

,

. ." A

could be engaged: Iri;hbwever,. the imp rtant component _is the facilities'

1.1';
..

;

value-position.

.

Settings also refer to places'where the''in$iiiift-iblidi changes-will take

place. As the servi0 deliverer Ayes out of the offide, he/she will need

'Move into new surroundings. -There... will be'gra scoot s- rouPp interested

In cOmmuniq projects.which should attract the community psychologist.
... ,t .

Organizing :.such groups wouldbe another task worthy of.invOlvement. All

the, places-Which, at ::one' time or another, have.be.en-off.limitC".

prime. targets.

Role

. Such facilities would change the role of the service delivetpr. Once
...,

in the field he would share his professional position-with the sex:Vice':

recipieht because he wouldrbeeome more -concerned with assisting the target.

. -- .

in accomplishing his goals than with forcing-him to be competent as defined.

:by'another_segmentof.the,SOciety. J.11 essenceprocess inSteadbf.7content

woul&-hecomeAMpprtant.:..: The specific content' in the form of::Values:must
.-

A

r
v

,



'come frotithose ip the community We must learn to listen and go through

Item.problem-sOlVitig:strategies with tnem: 'Applied programs7should bedesigned

tomeet a specific need as out ined,by a constituency:. If this be the frame-

of reference of the community psychologist', then he willaof be appYoat

,

cmmunoitie'S to tell them what they,neetPinstead he will let them tell -him.

'Out Of-thls grows.a:particular typc.bf research..

Research

Bas1cally the research. focuses on!change and.progra6'evaluatiOn:

Seidman ,(19.76)

..va?lous roce sep s..

,

currently developingAn,assesgment of change' and the

oe* thro.Ogh: Program. .074luation,becomesan,impertant

tool of,the community-psychologists; This can be cairied out in the style

of the-poVerty program eValuatiOnS.IRossi,.:199)_or-j0 a brciadpr.:1erspectivq:,
, -n , .. ; %. .

. ,
. .. . I.

: . ,. . . . -. . . .

. gairweather,. 1967). Nonetheless'', .researdh will nee&ta,move 'due of the- ,

laboratorY.And into the field.

, .
.. . .. .

.. ,. ,,

All veseargh will not b.e:ik'a field nature.; it will be a unique.
so '

a ,

combination'offield'and lab. 'For exampl ,,I.Pt me relate'that to the topic

of the'black child and 'social.institutions; Rubovitzand Maher (19;1, 1973)

haye investigated that teaCher.assessment is highlyTorrelated with teachers'
, .

,

early.iMpreaionsand expectations of the students. The first study in-
v.

1971 qUivolved the systematic observation of teacher behavior'followingr

110

.. , . I .

. an experimental manipulation of..ekpectatiens.. Teachers,Whovere-undar4;

gradtiate, elementary-teaching majors, were randomly, assigned,1

!non- gifted' stddents.". While the amount of att

gifted.'! and
A

all studentS



_ ;?,, .

was about the same, gifted, children were called.on andpraised:Mote than nonN,

gifted children. The second study looked at the whiteteac

with black and white children. The result.demons,trated t

number of interactions.or attention was higher for whit hildren than

black children, with :white gifted children'receivi4 the highest number.

The same patt n was true for the mean 'numberrintgactioli responsest
F,

information request statements, however there was a 'small indication that

blatk gifted children received less,aiition than black lion-gifted. This was .

A,

.moretlearly.the case for praise. Whereaa:the'mean numbbr'of interactions

presentineptaise was 1:5.6 for black non-gifted and,1.29 &Iwhite non-gifted,.*

the mean for-b4aak.gifted was .58 and for white gifted, 2.02., Even more disas-
.

is the breakdown fOr the number of Vteractions representing triticisM.

Data of this type. are -pecesSary to guide, propet'intervention., A service

J.,
deliverer, 'accepting at face. Value.the47,7Ment ofthe teachers, would tend

o develop remedial programs to enhance the child'

fact is that teachers ,insensitivity may accOunt for poor, student-performance.

learning pcitentiar.% The

:The%Tble of the service delivprer is to assess the valUes anegoaWof the

black community and design interventions,wpich enhance them.

- , . ,

:MAIN IN o'....AND,;I:IMPLEMENTATION

TrdiningitudentS in,program developMeit.and.ovaluatiop is essential.

They must be introduced to the concept of listening and worklng:with grass-
.

4.rootsorganizations. While thP,usual academic 'courses will .be of vayue,

unstructured, well-supervised field experiences ,need to be encouragpd.



Also, .the;nOtion:thatlearning can .only,,odcur on c011ege:.caMptises.niust b
.

overcome. :Neighborhoods '-and communities must be perceived as rich training
-0

AlthoU h program evaluation enjoys a lesser status'. than empirical

researchv it is:the only auge.available to verify the efficady of program

Furtb.ei0e;,,ptograrri evaluation has the capability of being more' rersponsive

Beds. Coifsider,' empirical 'research a process' which tends.'

and describe- human behavior ..;.,The utlimate goal is tO,,,uncover the

Consequently obtain d results; "becoming; fact,. have a'
/

,..--,'..A, M: . '.'.

, certainty associated 4:::',`.: 'Suggest a ph

dea that black Americap.S4are inferior
,

- .
Ort6'd-,wi arch which 'repeatedly shows a 10-15

es, ,_..,.

Tat..?,(1,1ffe,yencL4 between de .sandli idfite ....int el figence . Black and other

'minori'ties, '''w ''''' Or-under sell andother-imposed:sed attitudes that they are..
_ ,,

,,,..,4';.,, i" ,--r

inferj.or to -whit s and. shou treated as such..

M evaluStion on the other answers .questiOns regarding goal

achievenient and proir value. The preconceived judgment in this case

is5"thl, "if a prograt realizes its goals, then it has been successful."
.

Over the years, evaluators'have begun to ask, the Value question :to service

recipients. Prorams designed to reflect community goals ind.values will

then be assessed as, good if they realize the goals. -The, skills of prOgram

.design, implementation. and evaluatiOn become:the tasks of the interventionist.



The question now is what would a program look like.

TEENAGE PARENT INTERAGENCY PROGRAM

One program which has grown out of the previously mentioned not

and the Rapport et. al.(1975) project has been the;Teenage.Parent Inter-

agency Program (TPIP). The goal of the program is to deliver social service

to:teenage parent:S. The program is designed as a coordination agency.

Consequently, services of cau finding, treatment planning and,intervention

are provided for several social agencies; and parents receive iMmediate,

one-stop, intensive service delivery.

History'.

The nrogramLwas_conceived-bya-local
resident ,who had originated and

directed a university-supported Community'day care center. ThePbnter

Only accepted infants of teenage'mothers *howere still in school.

While at the day care Center, the directot realized that child care

. .
-

*as only one of the difficulties others encountered. They also experienced
, .

.
- . ,

health; birth'or family planning, and parental problems; some had come in

.

'
contact with the lqw;-school remained problematic; and above ally there .-

,.was the ever present need forpOre-assistance.

learned that they were not aware of the yarious services in the-community

ich they were eligi,ble. Those that did know had ceased'` king the service

because each time they returned, tb the agency thersaw a"different!pexson.
.

_ ,

.Mothers who were involved with more than
.

one,agency liad tb,pego

/1
i

portation and time Although this may appear to be a minor,saprifice,- it was



insurmountable for many of the mothers.' Fortunately,
N
many of the mothers

participating in the day care-center were instructed by the director to

...

, . ..., .. . *
purSUeaSSistance frim sotiala.gencies-; She..diScovered that Oilier girls.!who

_
..

.
. :.

_
.:

didnOt partiCipate in the-day care progiam went unsetVed: In'reSpohse to
'..!;;,.:-'z.,;:i

..

this program, the directerfco ceived a socia service Coordinating program.

Program Design

The program staff consisted of .a director, two graduate students and

Seven,to ten undergradUates'. Thedirettor made. centacts withirten local

.

social agencies inClUding schoelsiTrobation.:offiCeS;-Department ofdhildren

and Family; Services, and Planned Parentho6d. When one of the above agencies;
, .

received,a referral 'Which they felt needy services-:than they, could

'provide, they would call TPIP. An: undergraduate stafflperson was assigned

ho:Case'and instructed' to do a,preliiniitarinterviewg ascertain the exten

of the problem and needed Services.' 'The.information was then presented at

weekly meeting attendedaby all the agencies involved. This arrangement only

worked for one semester; then these meetings were abandoned:4nd all contacts

were Made on an individual, basis. A service delivery. plan was designed.
. . . . .

Each agency was given the opportunity to, state how-theif, servide wasrelevant

to:the case-.: The student was then instructed to implement the, plan.,,,

Vision was 4ndividualized and conducted.by th', graduate students and the

director All staff people were responsible for cases; therefore, the.director

taduate students, as
o.

Students training was on the job allA 4a-cademic,. The director and

well as undergraduatgs, carried'. cases .

graduate students had classes which described social agencies, their'putpose,



r,

Operations, their histories and their In a'ddition, the director

d and reemphasized the techniques for working in black' and poor

communities.. The p .ogram is now in third year of operation.

. ..

CommUnit:programs designed to 'enha ce an:indiVidual's.strengththrou&
'-

nstitutional change 'haVe been. the focus o Ithis. paper. It .is essential for
.. .

.
. .

.

,

.. ..
. .

black professibnals to" develop the type,. of 7ograMs which'reflett this

arection. We must remember that there are' thonSInTSaf'; yciUnk''15'eePle in
, .

...

social service fields; all of whom are not black. Our mission is to design

procedures 'which can be implemented by anyone .who is concerned and-seriods

about he' Itffe .conditions of their fellow human beings. We may like to

romanticize and dream about an expansive network' of bld 'service delivery

p

people,. but ye must leep in mind our goals. ti_ has. occurred to. that the

;necessary ingredient s not race but human understanding.

,, The writer Would 'like to acknowledge Brenda.,Raine and Jules Harrell. .

...for, their visiOn'.and.-devotion to black children.
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SOCIO- SEXUAL COMMUNIC/ATTON,.BETWEEN BLACK MEN AND-BLACK WOMtN*.

H. Wheeler
Ar Manager

A. L. Nel um and Associates'

As one peruses the literature, in search of

an, interesting dichotomy becomes evident. That is, the preponderence of

materials, on black seivality,_

literature on black seality focuses on:

permissiveness and unwed motherhood;..wli

issues like- sexual promiscuity,

. .

sexuality is far. More likely'white

to be characteri4ed Yby studieS of dating., courting behavior and niale-female

, interaction. Studies Of:this nature have qUite naturally surfaced. distorted .

opinions-on blaCk sexuality (Wheeler, 1973). Thus, one finds a -Pei'yasive
1. .

,

theme of black sexual myths and untruths throughout 'the literature.

p

In this paper; the author ;departs from the common theme of blpck sexuality:

and instead, focuses ostensiblY.,on many of the elements which impact on the

social-sexual relationships between ;.b,I:ack- men and wothen. More specifically, the

author explores'.'the"dYna.mics of black coUples in social- sexual conflict and

*An abridged version of this paper was originally presented by Dr. William
Wheeler as ",Communication Between Black' Wonien and Black Men As Seen By A
Mental .Health 'Practitioner" at the Black Women -and the Bicentennial Conference,..

....sponsored by Arizona State University _on June 26, 1976.



proposes an arternatiVe approach' which ment4l health practitiOilerA may apply

when,Aseeking to :Irk with these black men and women....

- - ..- -- .
i," 4

The author makes no attempt coMpare the a orementioned 0spects of

4
black -social-sexual interaction with their white .counterparts, Comparative

analysis of this nature, though p revalent in most black life style studie's,

is believed to be invalid. E. Franklin Frasier (1961)..,argued almost`

ecades ago that black life styles must be viewed within the social context

,.

in which the behavior is shaped. The position rendersrcomparati.ve studies
,,

.
.

.46
both, judg ntal and relatively useless for one who hopes to apply the data

. .

when working with black -couples iri.conflic

. . a. .

The studies quoted by the author provide the reader with A. 5 i itatstcal

frame of reference and a generic look at whatwill invariably prove to be .a

.very specific'; interpersonal problem between two people. The reader must

'take tare in recognizing that; "statistics superimposedon :aly,-OdividUal'

situation are by definition rh ic." Mindful of this', the aUthrir cites

v

.P

examples and opinions drawn fr m his extensive experienCe with) bi6e'k couples.

attempting to work through a.m lad of social sexual problems,

Tt

Without a doubt there is a litany of behaviors and attitvde5, which

ultimately impact on social-sexual communication beeween blacic men and women.

Theie impingipg forces have been explicated by many contemporal.y black scholars.

h as 'Ebony and Essence ha.lre Axtempted

ack Americans by identifying D41Viers which

men and women construct between tfiq, sexes.. Often pverl..obked



,

fO-Ct that some of the >most' prolific. proponents of black life ,styles are

black Akricists; and thus, from the roVe...'sonnets pf.Smokey Robinson to thv

c,extramarital' themes of Millie Jackson, we'find black .sOcial-sexual lives

aCtedoWt.oVer 10,000Watts:.of

As one attempts ;to synthesize the . many ..dynamic elements of black :life

stYles to identify a. single agent whrch will provide a back&rop and add'

simplicity to. a complex integration of customs and mores, ,brie 'theme seems to- .

Onstantly repeat itself, as ark. ever7impo'sing force, in social-sexual .,_....

*eielepinent of black Americans..: This thethe was best address'ed in an article

`by, Jacqueline JaOson, entitled I'Where Are The Black Men?" (1932).... It has

13eeri elaborated dri.;fTirther in many of the wiiiiings..ofriOted black sociologist,

.Robert Staples ; and, final ly ';';eXPiOrecl in paper, presented. at .the-'!'

P e r SOnne a.nd GuidanCe Association Convention entiil'ed,

'The Sex Ratio UtOpian Ambieficp or Catalytic Agent: to -Black Female fkbuset!

(Wheeler,. 1976)

The impo-sirig, theme is,* of course, black -sex ratio`:. The sex .f.d't.j.o

iy :aefined as; the number of Men per 100 women. Accordirig tO:'the, last census:

(1970)i. there are about as many bladctiales as females 'through the age of 1.4.
.

130t..froiii 15 years* of age on, biac.femaleS outnumber black.fmales.. In fact

there.. are about 10 black females for :every 9 black males . For most, ='that

maY n appear to be a large dip)arity; but one does not control for age,
. .

there are an alarMing one million plUS .black Otifithi in ts-hi country without
_ . .

ftvalY9q1e:MoriagaMoUs mates.'



.
Lei us fOCus for a moment on specific age categories, 'The sex rati:0,

for example, is 93, betWeen the 'ages of 15 and'24, Note t a time

(pOt-adolescence) When-na-AyiYOung p ople

sexual; Values ,which 'Will i-&eatly n5l Uence - rid,attitudes.
.

A

This figure suggests that biack. women will suffer a shortage of black men.
. .

during these -formtive' years:. On-the other hand, it suggests that, black men,-

will have an excess of women availab,re developing their social-sekual

vaThes .'!.'The implications derived from this dispa 'ty will be looked' at later.

The sex ratio. is even smaller between the ages of 23 and 34. During this

period, the black sex :ratio 84.3. The impli tions for mariPa.geability
,

Black women have a, relatively poo of inen.figmii. whichio

select, while blaci( men eXPerience a "utopian-like rose garden" of black

women ready and willing to marry.,

As( one might suspe ct, the sex ratio gets pogressively smal-ler as black -..

o
r
, , .

Americans grow .older. In the, final analysis, blaCk.wbmen .over' 65 2must:;. su ferL.4
. ,.

a sex T5tiO of 76, ,which meFis th many will spend their last years .1,a ou't

.the coMpany and comfort of black- mew.

Let us look. for a moment at those faciors Which -helP. ac.dOhn
. . ,

an aVer-

all black sex ratio of 90.8, while White Americans experience-a sex tatio of

95.3. Dr. Jackson (1972) answered the question posed bY, the title of h

article "Where Are The Bla.cloMe ?" by noting that black men the at a

r

proportionately higher rate than black women from:



Heartand lung disease;

. .

2. Alcoholism. and. rug abuse;

3.- Atuomobiieanddnaustrial4ccidents;

4. HoMocide and suicide.

f

.TogetheT,, these killers of black men have significantly reduced, the sex

ratio. And yet, 90.8 is not an "operational sex ratio. ". When one attempts,
. h

.tozoperatIonalize the sex ratio-, another large group of black ma must be
. .

They tare th9se who are:discounted, furthqr loweting the'sex iatio.

Imprisoned;''
4-

Dating white women excluSive

Homosexuals.
'

-0.

Functionally, these men are. ot available t9 black, women. Wheri one. hg.s

subtracted-these. men frointhe seledtion pool; a .final'4eduCtlon must be made

for the black woman!s discriminating taste before'a,realistic sexratio"'

manifests'itself. Ilack woMen,..for example, have aright to discriminate

around such variables as

1-.. Someone in her'ag6 ii61:113;

2 Someone with'similar intellectual capacities;

3. Someone'who,is single vs. someone married;

Someone With similar interests
'

C

.1
Thus, ss one can readily see, black women, in.reality, haVe relatively

few men from which to .select. If she happens to be a.black woman in theSoUth,

these-factors-are further aggraVated by -the migration' of blackMen to the NOrth



'

N' .

otring the 40 ' s , 50' s , and 60! s., Many of these Men' 'never

to send for their )m6men.,

fulfilled-the promise
. . .

eqsence, the stage is, set with aShortage of black actors; those that

are available will find that .the roles they pla.y are as' directfunctiOn of,

their numbers. Blaek actresses will find that being a 'member of the majority
-

will variably work against theM as they struggle to respond to a script

which they had little to do with developing.

a.

Dr. Jackson focuses her attention on marital and family patterns which

.ale affected by the sex ratio. I. Waal, speak instead to the effect that the

sex ratio has on black male7female interpersonal behaviors or more *specifically:

-social-sexual behaviors

Nti '. .

Experiencelhas- Shown us that as the sex ratio ..decreaSes, 'brie' can expect,
!

corollary Increasin behaviors and attitudes which impinge singititantly

on .iiiterpersboaj. relationships.... An .appropriate analdgy is . witnessed:every

...-

day in the, Am marketplace. As the. availability Of .a commodity. de!.
.

creases and the!need for that commodity, increases, the pric.. will invariably
)

n

climb. Black men in .one sense may be viewed as a commodity.in short supply

and high demand. Black women unfortunately and invariably pay the price.

Thus,. observers report the following to be afunction of sexual': disparity:,

Black women become more assertive (in a competitive sense) and:

more attractive. A woman who, finds- herselff %attracted to a. man'

mar:no longer 'afford the luxury of waiting until --he approaches her..

Such a tactic is doomed to failure when one is _competing in an

'ambience of :sexual diSparity. Inevitably; 'another woman in the

propheticat.words" of -Mary' Wells beat,, you to the punch:.".,



Note `also that when black amen are usked`' Where .are the tstl'i
most attractive, women in America?".;4h es-'Atlanta, Georgia.
and Washington, EY:C. almost alwaY'' appea.r among others. The
sex ratio in Atlanta is .purported to be-8 to 1 , "' and. in b. ,
it is said to be as high as 16 to 1. One Might speculate that
with ;that kind of coMpetition, bldck Women have learned Ito
make themselves attractive:

Black men become less accoModating. This often manifests itself
in ,.an inseSitivity on the part of the -black men to the needs of
black woinesibi. = Da.tirig behavior becomes synonymous with sexual
behavier. 'Staples notes that black',.. women are seeking
courtship, w ile black 'males are seeking sexual gratification.
Neither, he 41a,iins.) obiects' to meeting the other's needs. 'And'

..yet', '.many bl:49k women; on college campuses in particular, report
that black men expect sexual favors while refusing to spend
money 'on dinner or entertainment.', Some black- men have reportedly
becOme- crude and abusive as they realize that;: "if she doesn't,. .

accept it, someone else will."

Black women are expected to shard their men, 'whilA-Men" expect
monogey. from their women.., believe this mind-set sis estab-
liS,ha very early in life-..as little boys see their role models,
older friend& and relatives and even heir:.:fathers with girl-
friends other ..,than their :formal or legal !relationships.. A1:.
though there is no discUssfion of the sex the impact' of
this dispa-rity is -felt as girls are taught` that "boys will be
boys" 'and, they, too, -witness 'men with several girlfriends. In

'ithe 'South';''. where the sex ratio As most ppnounced, black -woMen
readily. admit 'that: their men Probably have' :other. .women 'on' the
side.. Little girls, on the other hand, are taught the virtues of
inoiwiamy.° .Men later reinforce this teadhing by demanding, often
with the threat violence, that their, formal or ..'legal :women be

.monogamous., It was undoubtedly the re0ognition of thisz.oinformal
and yet, !semi-structured polygamy which,- inspired Jackson (1012) to
suggest that black 'people shOuld:begi;:n tO; formalize these extended
.(exttas7marita1)4,relationShip and to accept 'them as an expected
bYproduct of a Small :sex ratio.

.7

. 'illack women are ex0Ct,ed to compromise in conflict, while black
Men are far less villihg 'to change. One might speculate that:it
least in part: the otubborn tenaciousness:c'of many,, black men which

', "dictates . that "things must' be 41iric._`tbeirvajt, or not at all" is
a- spinoff of the control which thel thigh-demand status lends tfiem, ,, .

.

On .,the other hand; me' might assume that some of-'the comPliancdr,,t., '7
''
't 'witnessed 'in black',W, .might be.,a functiOn of Wanting to' no

.

On to a. man rather thank take. the 6hance of --being nalone. -..:z,.....,'..



.1)14.Q1Mlifi!.4an akftird "the lUxury of being very_ selective; t
tale black:wom*, are forced to be .far lesS.:Selective: As

..-tH6H:select ...of pool1,diminishes, -black women often find that the
ideal Mari.:0-.%, 0.k,-not availabfe.',Thus, if she wants a",college-
-ediicated man .tit.- ;stable income, .she may compromise her

..-(principlesX date amarried:Titan who has the other qua lifi-
catiOns,;,00.y, .mon, the Ofter hand, Settle' for dating someone
with -AO 'she,' has., very little in common if he is warm- and
sensitive. ,.-Invariably,_shet;iill compomise in her-.'selectiOn
based (xi' the- aVailabre i6o1,: Black men having 4 far larger."
pool to' select frOware proVided with the. privilege of, having
Considerably. more:discrimination. The threat of being,with-.
.out a mate is very real for the' black' woman, but rathWitebtilous
fot.the:iblatk man.

..,....
-The:sekist-chatittinistiC.,doubl:0;:tandard:is ObviouSly reinfOrced by: the

. ,
e .7',A... 4.; .. .''' ... A i. i 1' -,, , :. . .

. ... . . ,

..

. sex' ratio. This is 'evidenced in the_fi.ve cha,racteristcs of sexual dispardisparity
';',,,,..

.; .-c

-., mentaoned_earlier and is witnessed flirther:if one mites the characteristiW
, ', I. :':::::,:;1 ''''- . .!:. -- ' ,

.deVelopinent of sexual. behavioi, in young black men and Women: Art icl eS,,bY,

) respectively deMonstrate;.ithe iMpetUS -behind
..

. .. . .. . . ...

.
'.the black .1,,kihien .,and b1W-Ck men's ::early sexual .beharior,4,; :It is my contention..

,..
., ....

lather., (1972) and .Wheeler

that many black women tend to develop unselfish;. male-oriented 'sexual

viori. while-many black men are far more,likel o.develOp tora,selfish,

oriented sexual behavior. The analogy of supply

these charaCteristics' into perspective.
QD

suggests that young' blaCk. girls caloos,t!'

intercourse for .the tollowing reasons:

Sex. Provides a .viable.SubStitute r°"-to her unfUlfiTleod
areaS. of gratification.

SO( provides a erise of belonging and a 'feeling!. of
being needed by her boyfriend.

. .

Sexual sharing .provideS a common sense of identity
and unity. °

I e



)r,

4. Sex 3,s sometimeVAriewed as a system

5.. Sex is a response to hls .:'concern by ,at'tempting. to

fulfill his needs' in the best way she knows how.

Vheeler y reportS ihe following as characteristics of young

ack sexual, dev'OlopMent.:-
.

; .

1. .Sexual intercourse and . sex play Cxperieneevery.
-: -

- . _ ,..,

7

4,'

2. Girls are viewd ':as .potehtial 40xua.1 conquests- or a.;'
challenge tc0611-11s. ah,ili O. trap" or. "get., over."

Sexual."'ac ti.::-..tpliiip,an e part of male-female
interact ip ev i n1.1.f!. one 'does not want -to. .:- :

iiibil aie expected--;:to. hiy.e one formal girl and a 'host
of other women a.44].. to them.

07.

.

Men are expected to 'ac out the' Pcool syndrome" even
;their heteroSekual relatj!onshipsi

t
As one might guess,' theldisparity-in the. sex' ratio and, early sex al

rientations, as" well ,*as behaVioral and attitudinal difkeitences bet Peen
.

,
,

blaciCmeeand women, very often 1.eadto conflict', ,co covers

2
,

gamut from purely , Sexual probleffis to, raper:genetic communica

. . .articl,,publislyed in Essence (1973)-argues that black men' and Women are
.. ..

becoMing "Polar Entities Apart . " According .tp` the , U . S .. ' Dep44tMent ofommeree
e . . -a

,,,;:' -;i:45 !-1 i r

Bureau lof .Statistiat , in .1975, 26. 6 percAt. of the blac c p n 'between
,.

, the ageS of 25 dila divorced. or se ateM \an for the

. white. populatkon percent...

These figures are Up'. from 1970 ,when they were 19:9 percent'lleA .5

e

percent respectively. k divorce rate. which is three time the white



1*"

,'suggests:`.',

betero.

ental prectltioners should .1

interpersonal r lationships.

:%):
A closer look, at antecedepts 14#,,leonflict was offered..in an article.

4.-,,%sr . .
- ,

t'

published an the Detroit Free PTes'i7. 676) ,.-entliled "The Burdens of Black
*i

Couples," in which. n::black. me aft wom II. registered the' following .complaints
-.3,;,4-"

: ,3'..-'' :
. . - ..

,0,...

'.
;about- each othdr." Black .-men felt that blEfisek women :were.' too:
.

Middle-class oriented and naterip.list4;

Threatening and 'Castrating;

Independerrt and impatienOwith thed.r men's

Sexually- inhibited 'and unimuinat:

erge

ambit
:'

.° ,Not ive and kirnall in `
interests for their lien;

LacTstag in the subtle art of getting and k
a- mari; ".

, . ". . , .

. , I

Bj.a-ck women; ob. Oa :other; felt bl ack' men were :too :

1.

J,?
.

iIon-cPnuntini.c.ative; 44.Z.

,P

2. In5ensitive.;

Unstable and incOmpeteht;

Ins ?Cure with very-fragile egos;

Spoiled anci..cOurted by black and white womeil,,,L
,

ish, thoughtlesaiOus and resentful, of
ack,wemenas guCees

r. ,. 4

These pplaints. by. both parties are not new,:_ae,In the now famous Ebony.-

Nki
, ,..

r es (1975) "tii5takes Black MOTI/IVomen Make in Relating t9 Black .Women/Men ;"
, ).....

444



'problems surfaced. Black men felt black wome4 were hostile; had

and took their problems in the relationshipsexual hang-uPs, were insecure

t .

persons,on the outside. ,Black,men were thought to .ego
c.'`'

struck;',Aexuat ISr hung -up "'and" ?acking in-Communication skill's. The problems

are sell identified. The next step.. toiseek *out viable.. solutions. Many

!'of'sfaS Who work, in the field of mental health' revgniZe that helPilig,, black

cOuPtes work throe gh interpersonal, problems is ..,1.1qu'ely tom _working

with white, -Couples. On one hand, there ijs obviou7 g, truth

Welsing' s' (1975) comments that :
7.

Blacks must .begin to, realiz:e that;zost .problems .in M1,e''-
female' relation'ships stem from forees ',beyond thedr''control. .

90. percent Of what, happens . in- a. black mal e-female relatign- .

'ship is 'not controlled by black people;but the power. of the
social syst m.

'On the other Shand., many of:- these. variables, are- beyOnd'the control of the
. . .

mental health practitione ,.i,,,;. Thus, as( a .helpIng agent-, he or, she,can ifil'ing.

available' resources to .bear'and-Vy articulating thkimpact.'o es -'.
help the :couple see the impact of these forces op their.intAiae

t,

nd.prOblem uniee to many black co.uples"i- 'e cUltural chaTac-
. .

teristids which are''incompatib e with traditional copse ing, approaches.'

These were 'outlined otg',12a in .a paper'Vresent tp a New york APGA .Convention

(1975) entitled "CO seiink 'Prom ,Yqur Black Bag. Or C7unseling Froth`

"'Cultural P6r eCtiVe",tWheeler,5..):, In summary,' -they



. 0 ,

must

Many blackS have' been 'socialized to handle their .oWn
. .

..;problems and feel. that problems should not be taken
outside the fanilly milieu. :

4

Many blacks.i.feel that anyohe aS to see a counselor/
.

therapist must be sick or "C'ra*Ylin

Many black's have a fear of their business being put in
the Street and seeing .a counselor poses that, potentfal

. threat.
,

Many :blacks feel that counselors are insensitive to their
unique culture and thus ineffeCtive.

,

eExperience suggests that each of these general characteristics is
44'... . , ', ' . _

..!., ..-, .
. , -__.multiplied several- fold 'for black men who traditionally are' he most difficult

to get into couitseling "sess ns

. Counselors hoping`' to -.successfully with black coupigIii

to deal with the external forc

couples nand theirs c tural
9

A techniqUz

by the followi

content for thei tements Was:drawn from. several erdnt interviews with

black coll'ege student's. Many .of 'these nts were liv'1447t..oge.t:her. tilers
- - ,,

stud

..1 h e found very successful dt ht he illustrated'
,

C;; a typical iyob ana 13essie. The

11 ' e S

.
:

\' :.::-- I' ' . .
were related' to eady- other in an ongoing. relationship, some were married.. to,

each o fier. In her interview, Bessie Nueri
,

Loo why won' ti he stop his wozen. fr
And I know he brings *them around :wh

-6 Up: at 3:00 o'clock in the morn
re ..are you gang?",he just '5'
out auldn t let Me;Wi not home when he gets there or' any tide he doesn't knoW where

-14 at. He Would kill ;me if he thought: I was Seeiiig. Somedn;

m 'calling our-apartment?"/
I'm not, home. He will seven

g and if question him or gay,
' ; ". I don' t wa.n4r,to go :out

yway), but he gets pissed off if

'
I .

-, . .



n hisAinterview,'Ralph angrily expressed his feelings:

,Man, I'm going tolhave to cut this chick lloosel, I don't
need anyone who. hA got to , know, where I . km ,every,' minute

and I sure. don'it need anybody nagging 'me about ."who was
that on the phone." And when I feel like. going out, I
sure can't be checkipg with no woman. 'Yeah, man, 'I. have

Mlle other ladiep., 0 what; what's wrong with that?
Ybuidon't think'WTi going to get hung up 'on one woman withi!'.
all the fine ladle's out1s there, do you

Be Ssie and

brack couples.

counseling .s

options and
y

n dec

Ralph exDtess a repetitive

ession,

theme-Articulated byumany young

cally, Ralph takes the".no oMpromising po ion and

are bagged down' with frustrating attempts at exploring

ratin change( .Unfortun tely, too often thOCaunselor or

session's ate a wasted effort %and the therapy either

,)

terminates or

counselors ha

is seen, alone to helpher adjust to her situation. Some

e

e experienCeS'relativ6sucCess ;wi ither convincing Bessie..

that .'boys will be eoys" and that she simply. accept the male, - imposed'.
.. . .

.',

polft ,Or nvinbIng',Ralph to'agree tb relate to Bessie in tho'traditio41

ll
(milrolamouS) a8ceptable fashOill. It has been my -experience tha hen one

m er of the caupleaopepts t ' onus f9r 'ch , it generally leads to 'in-',

. .., .
. .

crea d''-frustrati and anxiety:by AEA individuar,and an ppiia.1 tegre'ssion
,..

to past behaViorak 'patterns, Instead, port : a five-point approach:,,::,:

followed. by a fire-point strategy for change. )' BOtil are summarizedilbelow:

Five,lool,nt!.Ap_pr

:1. I sep't-he couple. together:. It has been my, eicperierice that. .

.11,- it is;xliffi.. t to impossible to ef ct .cha.hge within the ..,

---, -1.. .

relatiOns . 'the counselor is only' eeing one niember of

the co e:t :ilii is geilerarlY'43.ases :4; pro. 1 em foy Many .black

Men- ho tyPically-/resist .:thee woman's` insistence that they

-..

icipate in Cpunseling. .0n.many occasions, I' .have had to
se, a non,threatening rationale, for involving the .bladk male

, ...

.., ,
:b, ,.

4
83
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in the "seSsiolf. and_.proceed.:with cam]: until, he and ,

I esfablished a working relationship.

I work' with an .opposite: sex co-therapist. ,The 'Many . .

advantages of utilizing ,a co-therapist a fi...ed,.When-,

-working with a 'black 'couple .,:The co-therapi t proVideg*
each member of, the couple ,With a same sexed indiyidual
to identify with. They help- their tliAnt-counterparts
articulate issues and concerns. The presence of my 'fe'-
male co-therapist .minimizes the possibility' of apotentially
dangerous transference relationship with the' female 'client.

-;Such a ,relationship is particularly realitening to the' black
male client. piany black, m le clients find it
easier to -6rtice1ate their concerns to he woman. therapi st;

I helii g'the .douPle `artiou' aspects of their
, relationship: Gens,rAlly,1 by ' he ,,time a ,black couple perceives,:
'their" problem as serious' enop h-y warrant 'coUnseling,
the relationship has disintegrated d-signif4aittly' The
discussion will focus prima#I on what *c?`;_ig =with -AK

ohs e relationshi . My .ciugr fbr positive '
aspectsi,:of the relationship is not motive.teclby'- an evange-
listic 4teed, but rather by my. tonvittion- th.$.t,n,a couple , .

that ha no reason 'remain .togethFr Will soon : separate.":
4' I am 'simply what if anythin s presently

or might ultimatelya,k414ect to hoolditye r
each

elajioeniP togithgr..
tibl-Erpther.p egett.conflit, individual
otherAlivi ua .s weds,.
,

. . T e ancVtime.bagait, I
. 'ff ea 1th he

. -.,erlyin t u 1 br; an important
a Pio Om is' a issue -w o s .member, of:the -2.:

---

Q01.10. 11 :not : i,SCUSe, 1 root of `Ithe other: ,, Ext a
marital affairs, generally fa -intb this lcategorys, as do - : ,..:,:'

:
. , .

past behaviors. o .special fee.kings;,,of ,. inadeq:nacy., , Many' of . .

'these . issues v,1 'tiltimatel*nee&-tcir -be explored 'by the couple .

after the inliuidtial ha'begu tO.wOrethrcipi-thpm;i4.th the -'''''?,

counselor. Sepa'rattng,the:do 1., also alloWk the; counselor ,. ,

to estah,lish relations Ps. with toth.members;_of the couple.
This process can be; utilized to help the black an, Who is
'often coerced intartherapy, feel lig.:though the -counselor 'S ,

a,lleg,iance is not solely with the woman whcz 'may haVe'ini-it
,

...., °. tia,t4 the c9unse,ling. .. . . ,r. .
.. . . .

. . .

i I encoura e and facilitate full discussion of _414 of the
7issues hich' impinge on the relationship Generilbe .by
, the time I see, a cbupleft, they are 'exercising, considerable;

. ,,

discrimination in ,detid,ing what they-will tliscuss With each

O



eitain issues are thought to be too volatile
and 'either- aVoided,r'result in arguments, or are not

sctiSied': I; .a careful to. get approval before intro-
eing'informa 'on, WhiCh is shared in confidence and I

:forCe the c uple to share with each other potentiall
Nre 'data , extramarital affairs). gr

rat'egjr for..Change.

1. '..I:facilitate the woman's underst ding of the dynamics
of her man's life stYle and his ialization,,,as well
as ,external forces which may affect beluivior.If' issues
suclOes jealousy are prominent, I try to get 'heir} o ded1.17.
with Ahem while identifying non-standard 'criteria.'" bY which
to ',relate too he&man. Together we'attempt to develop r 1istic
criteria* that ta-11 into account her man's frame of ref-,
erence and her personal needs. example,, if he- comes
home 'at night is supportive and a good. father; then

P maybe
these things shbulld be given at least the same consideration
as is given to what, he does when she is not ar9und, or
whether or not he has another woman. 3)..,

1I factl4alte the man's understanding , 15 01e dynamic's
of its woman's life style and her Sogittetation,. as well..
as,-externa.1 fOrces which may affect her behavior. I try
to help him place her needs into perspective and explore
different.,ways: that he might respond to her needs. I .point

out *inconsistencies in his behavior as it relates to.the
disparity *in ,his expectation's and willingness to give. . r

= And I confront him if necessary with "respect"' his woman
,---r-ordy need but that 'he may view as

... The last three-stes in this strategy 0 ge a\re the most difficult

..f. -for .clientS. .The US0a y,.entailkhomewa aiSigntens and very specific,

.3. I -,. facia itate the couPie's.:.operation,ali;ing of the new .'..s.
criteria for viewing _their re.1 tternslii',' ', I help them .deverop .-.

p an by which the woman grad all'eaS,sunies 'Mar; .frPedOit:,;in A

e relationship. The couple i assisted ilf"414 difficult task
.reaSsessine and moditying -in vid oles. ' .

.c.

to assertive) act on n' wf-OUnd fpeecloin
a nen...,t hreat4.ing

- .''' -:"
..Q., .

f;

° `P:',i;;;

elate to her freedom -in

L.



. I teach.the couple to communicate through a com-

'prehenseive series of :activities both in" the office

and athome. ':Whenever possible, Uhese exercises are

self-reinforcing. Thus, one partner reinforces the

other partner's attempts, at communication by responding

to pre etermined needs..

. ,

The problems expressed in this paper are obviously nopunique to

black couples nor am I sure that they would be any less overt if there was .

not the imposing disparity i,s he sex ratNe. But,.they are the kipdstof

problems and issues that ental-health wbrkers 1 have., to address if they,

are to positively impact on b couple's in c flict. .The reader must Ve

careful to note that this paper is not intended to characterize black-men

and women: I am not iUggesting, for example, that social- sexual relationships

between black men and women are characterized by cdnflirt-24 general. And

yet, conflict does exist in many ofthese relationships and mental health

practitioners may find some of this information helpful in wOrking,with

,these cotplet..
.?4*

In 4Plps4.ng, I would life to shard a quote which, I beli captures the

sence of many, of the issues explored. In this paper. The 15as-sage is taken

-45ftpm '16penLeitter to.y Lost Love,"', (Coombs, 1972) and is written by a Vack.
041

o tealiZed too'laft'how he-related to his woman.
P.

'as finally my.poiture of machismo that defeated us.

s reared like my father and grandfather to have little

revect'for black women. Because we could not'soar, we did-

natant .you to. You were to bear us sons, cookWWean,
and take our verbal andi ysicalsebuse becausem5 bledyou.
We.feit that our 'lowlin ss Wat,ali'we had fathoar.witness to

: our' ,Absorbed: in the mythology.of-thestreets, we could'

oun.affection'for you becauSe that would 'be an admission

ofbur,weakness. lip know that blaVk'bitCh do'not appreaa6'

. ;

.* !'



love. How could I then cry out.andrlet.Yol; know that if you
went4smiey, my sun would begin its downyard turn? Hpw:could I
stand naked_in my.vulfidia So,Anstead.dfq3le'ading,
I cursed:
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FAMILY SERVICE - A MENTACMEALTH'
PROBLEM-SOLVING. SYSTEMS TREATMENT

Gary F. Ware
Director, Mental, Health Program ,

Morgan State University

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND;

A basic condition of survival is growth or -change. Growth and change are

pported most ecOnomically in group living. Difficulties for the individuals

rise when the meaning o survival ,19 communicated in terms of "rugged indi-

vidualism!' and "survival of the fittest." These notionts characterize the

philosophy..of liberalism which Ondergird0 the "free" enterprise system ,as.We

know' it today...

practi meaning of (liberalism) is shoWn. in .bpth .

and contentf Magna :Carta "Liberatiinis (1215)", -- the-dreater :1
Charter of Liberties -- sOught,to guarantee fo,r,

and c nities..atheir differetrelal ,and, appropriate
gtikeres of om. areovier, Silese guarantees of Medieval'

_constitutionalism were not onlY d,iffOrertia.ted;othey were
also inflexible: . FOr the members: of each ,rank order .of `men;
there were ,proper patterns of 'conduct, made known by cultotii,
law and religious teaching .: It Was the purpose!' of, the .

polity to protect and support each meMber in. la 4. 4tdtion and
its duties. For the indi idual to be free meant being: free: to
imitate these models of ropriety and so to serve God.. 1-

God's suriogate in, the context=:of: the fifty-minute.hOur is well !known;,..,,

k

1Samuel H. Beer, Modern Political Development,
cot J:974.), pp.. 89-90.
via4



,

aniers of. human se policies and tit 'oners of huitan service

metbsidology,:, for the' most part, later withi462;.tn

aaracteriied above. This haS'::been W011 :#6cumente by Halleck 'in 'The Politics

of Therapy; Kittrie 3.4 The Right To Be Different, and Ryan
.

44_ Victim,' among others.

._Gatekeepers in hUnlan service professional*hOolsand associations area

. , ..

':

9 .i, ,

-------0.

no .lesS 'Vigilant when,educating those who will becbine. future implementers':,,

policies and practiceS of liherhlistr,

Herbert Shepard.discusses the primhry mentality which is a post sotial-

izatioh lapse' into primitive. loWer dicier behavioiw

.. .

0
.

'The pop4 lation eneral owns this mentality ,fo a significant 'degree..... 'Ctle

.;.

. . , .
...- . .

..fandamentai issue -is, how can human service profesSionar,s keep this need :to.' 4eal

with _the printary.mentalit,4 the foregroand- of their respective-gestalts
i

.

in- order tb. coiikiously Al!. with it in themselves, 'their colleagues, and
:.,,

!'The p 1 sees '.himself: as separatedf bit the rest of thei.

World by 4p1, " To prWide what hits infernal =environment

needs ..t1iO4 ;Purposes 'he' must' coin 'te with; other i9dividUals

for 'the scqrcriesour.9es available in the:external _environment.

' Other are at best 'ilistruippntal6. him in the Satis-

faction' of, , , . .

1,

. - .

, ;

.

. .

their clients while tranactine4Afth -them. Thisis-0specially .critical when

. i - ..
A q

attempting to ;%Comillulq.Cate adros s ..referencT group boundaries withblients who

, .

.

6; the more ecleetietreatment approaches' than to ''therespe
; p J,.

Shepard, ,"Changing Inietpersalia.1 and rntergroup Relaiten- ..

; in Handb, ook' oebrganiza'tions. ed.bjr James G: /March

3,9:03: tr. p. 1118,



4

For some chef us this requires "deschodifling" in the
0

illich'd'iscuiks in Deschooling Society.

Shepard ,offers us-an a ternative frame, of reference for practice that

he calls the . "secondary mentality."

"The seondary mentality assumes that;peSonal..#eVe4opment,
well-being, selfz.actualization`4-e the produCt'sOf afitlt)ntic
interpersonal relaV..,ns. It assuMesl'that the iiidividuarl can
only develop- and . ex ess:, his full pdtential in an interpersonal .
atmosphere of .tru ancf4dpenness "3, , .

The secOndary concept has congruence with Murrell

man assumption which Cautions us. to ,view each ittFlividual and' ourselves as

unique individuals ,who" ?ans'L.ct with multipair systvms inOaudi g the treatment

gbtal.t; which could be Viewed. as an open system created by inpUts 'from other
' 9systemic, expertences. ,Katz ancriCahn' s systems 'postulate. of equifinality or

4' #
.

.
. multiple catssation is meaningful he :

.

I

.

developin

uses:Lan adaptation 'of :a. syStemic hetwal approaChCalleVsocial treatment

0. :

0,, Family Service- mmunity.as a treatment -vehicle, I

ound '.in
. . . .

Wpittaker, Social Treatment An Approach to .Interpersonal Helping,

which .involves change that takes lace with the actor..4 in a transactsve
a a.

Mode at th; a.8ro, and .micro: deVels. .

. 4 /

Shepard / p. 1127. ..,

.....; Stanley A _Murrell; Community'' Psychology and Sotial Systems: A

Conceptual Fraineowrk and Intervention'. Guide (New Iork:R Behavioral Publida-
,tions;1973), p. 52. ' ' : .

.
.,..-- . ,

s. ,
' Katz alId.lzobert L. Kafi7e';theSOciaI;Psychoragy of OrganizatiOnS
(New - York: Jahn Wiley and Sons, Did., 19061;A:1 25. '

7,1



"Social Treatment is au approach to interpersonal helping
which' Utilizes direct and indirect strategies of *inter-
vent'iOn- to aid individuals, and, small groups in
?inpxoving Social 'functioning and: coping ,with social problems ."

EarDier I mentioned that tlie human service practitioner within the frame-
,

work 'of §ecbridlry.mentality .engage .. a parallel process of "working on

oneself," a/para f om PerSig's -Zen and the Art 'of Motorcycle Maintenance.

The payoff kot' the practitioner and the resduals accruing to the person
,

receiving, treatment: have been Well documented in the'iiterature oh Gestalt...

confluent training whieh is charac'terized by. the following:

Holism.. The assumption 'that' the xelationthip between .
intellect and effeat is indestructively symbiotic and
that attempts to 'separate the tAve,, are artificial.

Responsibility. The hcceptance 9f:the concept, of
_ p.SYcholegiCal :.grdWthi:as a natural' process and an

emphasis, on the need to° remove blockage to growth.

Homeostasis A process: o.flhemeostasift.; through which
the 'individual.: maintains''' his. equilibrium: and health
under the continually: vatying;conditiOns,, governs all.'
Life, an behavio,r,.

COhiao ,d,the. Contao.:V,I3oundary::,: An awareness Of one' s
projectiOnS..,. and: the ability .to clearlydifferentiate
betWeep what is,,:"men: and what is "'kola" .7

6James K Whittaker, Social Treatment,: An Approach 'to Interpersonal
Helping (Chicago': Aldine tblishing Company, 1974) .

. Mark. Phillips, "The Applications of Gestalt. Principles in Classroom
TeaChing ," Group and Organization: Studies : International,lournal_forGroilp
Facilitators, I (March 1976) , 84-85.
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The results of the applicationssof thesie principles lave been dramatic.

.Gestalt confluent training apparently hats-,, citable effe4s on teachers!

'personalities anti therefore,upon,their claSS'roo e avieras well ese

effects include increased awareness, persbnal responsibility, emotional

4, expression; self-knowledge, .self-eSteem, d flexibility. , It is likely
I

- .:ethat-the effects of these changes on the classroom .environment have beeik

*einforced_an4 strengthened by related changes in, specific teacher skills

t;

W'competencies.8aid' "

- 4 "
,)/',We can readily see that this approach is.a developmental one for the

practiAonfr,the client; and other actors in the hlUilan service delivery

stem.'. TO .Family Service Community was, indeed, a 1 arning gestalt.

t'1) 4

!FI-15A EAMIIX SERVICE COMMUNITY

Genesis.
v

Famij.k Service Coinmunity

.

took place in a suburban community mental.

:health center,la a large metropolitan area. ,The black population represented

40 percent ofthe community residents. In orientation, the black residents

were middle-class but in social position and income, .0ey were lower middle-

class, underrepresented and largely.peripheral.in the decision-making processes

empleymentlin human service agencies, In''the.CoMmunity mental health

center at_the time, .the interdisciplindry,.staff was comprised of nO

-L

blacks, one half-time black female volunteer, and two part-time black males.



I had been eng4ged in traditional t

was COnducting a highly succesSful-ouirea

erapractivity at the center and

h effort involving discussion

groups dt various community settings with parents of school age children.. °

Volgnteer training was a part of this effort.

gram activity within and outside the center. -

(

myself, in the black community to find out by

),( t

blacks were, invisible in pro-1

began, tcl' find time to involve,
I

fr' If soon learned that one of the problets that was manifest most was

'excee4inglY high rate of public 'school suspensions of black youth. The

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare had,mounted a national study

into the problem. It Nags also documented elsewhere.' I became particularly

interested in the latency age (8-12) group because of the nonthreatening'

vklence of younger children'to. the teachers and school administrators.

'Another reason, was that ,I had talked with some ofithe older youth in the

community and found that their negative experiences in the school system

.reciuiredsome intenive.wotk-usinvaliarietyof multi.- target Otervention

techniques% ,Additionally, the public school systemhad just released a

gubstantially racist document which contained the usual deficit-attributing,

vict,im-blaming recipes that appear in the social control apologist,Xiterature

of the 1960's. The school report was an explication of the "themus"

ddchotomy which, characterized the primary mentality

9Marian_Eldeman,_ChildrenOut of School in America: Report of the

Children's Defense Fund (District of Columbia: Washington Research Pioject
Action ,Council, 1974)..



center,

ou Might-Well'imagine;.therefWav resrStance-on the.parl'of_t

taff, particularly administrative, the a concept which was

ifferent from the medical model that served as a frade of reference

e work done-,atthe..center.. I negotiated fromAlw:PoSition that I had-:,

competently at the Center for:fpur:years using the medical, model

and wished to test sOme.":OthertheorieS of Interventiopl.to wh >ich ,blacks.would

be responsive in-a-prOblem-solvifig.situation:,' My proposal'was that the.Center'

fOr'.t

perf6 ed

a

was not serving 40 percent.of the population' in. the comniunity. Az this time,

'I had significant visibility in the white.: and black communities and there

was the uhspoken veiled preaf that the centermight lose a statistically

Significant portion' of their black staff if my proposal was not accept

Structure

d.

The Family SeriCe Community was designed t respond to the low uti

lization of mental health rvices by black fpsmiliesf despite mounting prob

lems of their school aged children.
O

The Family Service Community was a multiple systems approach to problem-

solving in a suburban community Mental. health,tente The-black famiiy.and\,-

its cultural 'orientation provided the frame of reference for the social

treatment approach.

The pati,ents were parents and their children between the ages of 8 and

12 years bf age who were identified aSexhibiting problem behavior from



multiple,refe ral sources (i.e. schoolS., juvenile court the family rec-
_

reation pente The lientS could.come for six weeks without'astase

The goa was direct' help through intervention with the family and'in-

. -
direct help hroUgh'intervention With,adjunct:SystemS in::.theCompinnity,

. -
i ' .

,

Though, the :.1;' ily ServiCe Community was utilized, aS acrisis intervention

and/or scree ing device to needeCI ,services within'the center and other cOmmti

vity agencie , the majorjocus became intervention with collateral potential

support-systein theagencx and in the community. This Consultation began

with the fiist contact withtholamily and/or the collateral source. .The

rationa:leYwas a simple One;--.,,;(4makeSuppertiVeithepatient s.naturaltestalt

since treatment was a temporaiyOnterlude: Gestalt readineSStb support is
.

equally -a:s critical'. as the treatment of the client P :iinvtilVement w14 the par-
, :

.
4

ents'and c idren.together in the Fam y.Senvice Communitywas adyantageous
-. " i .......-----

in this 'TfirOugh the, confluent education prpc an effort was made

develOp and enhance the-secOndary mentalitj, withinithe black families.and

within,4aff from adjunct support systems.

The Family Service Community,, in this: se Se, was'not 'a

ploy, :but an'int,elgrative ecological one which'sought to

maximally in each part of the gestalt through thwrehicle,of social re*tment.

dev..elop the resources

Hence,-the-economy-of-effort-was_to_be_established in the'gestalt by main,

taining social and psychological ecology in the service giving,and.other

- .

community systems. The effect was that
4

of primary prevention,



. -,---

The.family.Service Community treatment team consisted of black

6 '

receptionist, a black fetale professOnal,a' 16-', ear-old 61ack female-,

13- year -old bfack.male: and miself., The'obvious reference was to an intact

maclear ,Affer.seVeral spsions,the black female leftthe team which

was a gratuitous event for, the perspective of the teaia-r.all fully fnnc-1

tiOning:faMilies do,,nOt fit. this model..' The two',! teenagers wereyouths th,t

i

las,c1j:leell. idtntified by neighborhood:Workers:aS1 experiencing ::Some difficlties'
. ,,

.
,1, , . ,,,,

1 -
principle.themselves: MyAedision to engage. theM was baSed. cin_th&helper principle.

'

This principle haS been, much *written, aboirt particularly in

Pearl, IRiessman, McClennon, Minuchin and Vidaver.10

the minimum 'Wage out,,of7pociet. ',The receptionist, and

aff. The volunteers were trained by me for 'four weeks

sessions.

The-Family Service Community was a walkfn clinic,w,ith referrals .frem'

other agencies. ' DiScussidon wasAthe,pnmay tool used Flyers were cir-
/

,culated in the community.. The sessions were on Saturday 'Morning andswere'

one,-and-a-half hours long. The team m half-hour before and after sesonS

. ,
_

forcasedisalnssion and staff developMeni: A fullt4he center,staff.persOn

was aVailable.eo:meor consultation and, to report the aMily activity1

at regular center staff meetings. Center staff and Staff from outside agencies,

who had ade referrals were invited to the treatment sessions and/or the

SerVices/Mental
1975)...

4 .. f

bugger; The':New Professional; introductiOn for the Human:-

Health Worker-(Monterey: :/.13rooks/Cole.Publishing Company,



,

evaluation sessions. Though only, paid for three hours, on my own time I

'devoted 10 to 15 hours a week to case consultation in the public schools,

evening hOine visitskand-visits,to,communitragencies-for..:casefinding
. . .

. I . . ".17,-

,.pOrposes, As coordination.problems .grew and Ibecamel'empibyeVin.an area

which required'a onsiderable CoMmuting 'distance, / was not able to do

. adequaie f 'requestedrequested follow-up persQnnel from, among a. sizable. .4.

multidiscipli studerit trainee population at the center, but received

'no support inithis-area frpm,centeT administrative

.One 'other problem; area

""when-in-doubt; label ASilyp

regard.fer informed `consent

SubjeCtS. The follow

Community process.

which I addresSed mas the treatment theork'of

eractive and medicate." This took place without

or invoking the guidelines -f r protection of

ing model is a spmmary of the

.1

Identification of the problem gestalt
(client family and agency-involved)

Intervention in the p.Oblein gestalt

Family Service

Differentida focus onYMovementfrom the
. .

primary mentality to the secondary mentality
in both the family and the agency stiff involved

:Process feedback to.the .family1.4niticonsu4ation
--'feedback to the agency -staff involved

'Establishment of spcial and pysdhological
_ecology in the community system

99



OuteotheS

Positive outcomes were enhanced .family conunithication and.'probleth-,

.''solvi'ng in their bwn.behalk within themselves, .within 'the family, afid wi.th-:

in.the community,. Parents were helped :'as much not more than their children.

The teenage _helpers developed greater 'self-esteet ana:respi'ved many of their

own familyt a.nd.ochool problems. , There .was :increased respontiveness and

sensitivity . o the needs-A:of, blacks by ',some center staff and outside agencies. .-`,.
,.,, : . , . ,.. ... , ' k r I

/, ' , 5 '
o

This was measured by the Incre4singly actye engagement in problem-solVing
*

efforts on behalf of, the Clients.; iii the Family .Servcce Communiti and other

blacks_ in the community. My 01111 learning was, tremendous -- pa'rticularly the

di'fferential time ,frdite.necessary for the development and application of the
. ,

.sedondary menEality by 0.ndividuals.
,

I'gega.tliet.outcome's were the benign. neglect posture of, the Center admin-
,

iictration manifested, by the wiochholding Of'outreach.follow7up staff support,

the development of evaluation "criteria based solely on statistical reporting

criteria, and primary mentalitY.,cdxfspr,uCts. Additionally, the center
'-

. ,

istratiVe staff questioned the skill ,and,impact capability of the treatment

team members, incfuding me, and espetially the volunteers. What ;is incoii-
, f

gruous is that' the center staff *could not justify in a definitive Way their
".

own' practice. to the agency board or funding sources. ,This ultimately led to

a confr(ontation between nie and the clinical 'FilirectOr overt statistical reporting

and the cancellation of the prOj'ect. . This took place despite the fact ,that

the two-year life of the Rroject elided, at a time when the State. Mental, Health

Board had decreed that there 'should be Saturday clinics. '.,Also at this time,



there were several lawsuits pending in other jurisdictions about the

disproporiiopate number of blacks who were being put out of public ,school.

I tried, with minimal success, to export components of the Family Service

other agencies.

I.

I continued to work at the Center'. ApproXimatelysix months later a

team of two yOUpg white professionals staffed a Center outreach, storefront

in 0;transition neighhorhoOd. Jn.talking:;*th-one of them, I leatned'that
_

clients,were seen sporadically. What was more Tevealing was that they mere

labeling clientS using the primary mentality jargon of the traditional mental

health diagnostid designations.' In my philosophical moments, I fantasize

about 'the residuals of the secondary mentality that lay dormant'inall.of

ds and hope that one day they may be present in the foreground as an integral

part of,the human service
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INTRODUCTION

Psychotherapy and its, complementary techniques were initiariY dsigned

.`

and prescribed for persons. of middle and upper class socioeconomic status'
z.

(Lerner, 1972). Freud (1959) acknowledged that'psychoinalytic therapy

V

required alteration and modification if it were tp reach the masses of 'those

in need.mf,help., RiesSman;. Cohen, and.P.e4_rl (1964)also agreed that .traditional.

,

psychOtheiapeutic.treatment approaches do:notMeet the-prOlems:of great

They Turthet contended ihat.dwareness bfrthe mental:health

problems within the lower socioeconomic segMents of society should increase
%

the serviceS available to the poor.

(1971) contended that therapy. in AMerica does not address the

problems of the poor and cannot be viewed as the solution for their problemg.

Davis (1938) and Gursslin Hunt, and Roach (1959) also concluded that the

mental health movement propagated a middle class ethic under the guise-of

science. Contemporary psYchotherapy s most, significant failure has been



'Cited'by Shane (1963), Lerner (197?), Goldsteenj1973)itand EOnck. (1952,

'
1960) to be a marked absence of treatment approaches of apparent or demon-

,

strated worth for lower and working class patients, and,of,subeultural

inconsiderations, especially when dealing directly ilitivblacks.

The data of Overall and Aronson (1963) also lencUto the growing evidence

of present psychotherapy's failure to meet the needs of the low

group. ,Brill and Storrow (1960) suggested that the restriction of mental

health treatment of psychotherapy neglects the assessment and mo ification

of the,Qausal elements within the pactient's environment; this is the crucial

factor often neglected.by psYChotherapists. Reusch t(1953) and Hunt (196

r argued that 'the principles of psychotherapy'are class linked; the methods

were designed for people, belonging to, approximately the same social class

who share common as"Sumptions, thus, psychotherapy should be entirely

confined to that group of people.
-

Agel (1971) viewed fcUrrent therapy as a power relationship between

people that perpetuates social control, He contended that the-majority of

currently employed psychological theories have served to legitimize. client

oppression. Halleck.(1971) shares Agel s views, and discussed the subtle

nUances-,withintheprocessOf labeling whiCh:ContributeS to the oppression

of deviant groups by Stibngthening the-external group's beliefs 'of their

''''Idanderand/or inferiority. Reissman, Cohen, and Pearl (1964) pointed to

the dangers of social control inhereht in the continuation of class bias



through the expansion of AMerican.mass media communication. Szasz (1963),,

Leifer (1969), and Menninger (1967) have also addressed-these issues.

Most therapists are white middle-class males (Koedt, 1971; Agel,

-which makes it difficult for women

1971

anchlower-class black, brown, and red

people to get counseling in a non-oppressive way. Koedt (1971) alleged that

the psychiatric view of the psychological needs of women, for example, is

formulated en the assumption of male superiority. Halleck 0971) stated that

the writings and teachings of psychiatry have'helped'to provide a

for keeping women in 'a subservient position, the woman in. psychotherapy

having been exposed to a .value system that emphasizes.the virtues.of

Women's rejection of those values often leads -Co an interpretation

Hollingshead and Redlich (1959) found the differences in treatment quality

for the affluent land the poor deplorable for the latter,group Furthermore,

they considered it even worse when, in situations where the ability to

pay was not the crucial factor-, potentiakly'repressive treatments (drug and

Other somatic therapies) were continually Aised:In.tteatinilowerclasS-:

Psychlatrists are implicated,by,HalleCR (1971).:. f employing: similar

practices when dealing with black patientS. In esience; current therapy

offers solutions to those who accept the system and strive to maintain-their

places in it (Agel, 1971). The literature evidences the need for more effec-
.

tive and acceptable alternative treatment approaches in- psychotherapy. One
c.

possible consideration i Transactional Analysis



both a psychological theory and method.

-by Dr. Eric Berne (1910-1970), the theory serves to clarify the abstract

ideas of psychology's0.that they are cOmprehensible:t0 those: Who have diffi7

culty understanding its precepts. EMotional and intellectual insight can

be acquired by using T.A., but the methodfocuses on the latter. James

Jongeward (1971) deicribed T.A. as an analytical thinking process. They

further contended that thenethods of TA. are based on the premise that

'anyone understand himself, other people in

his
-
i

. r:interpersonal elationships,

his life, and how to improve

(1961) stated that his theory evolved as he obseryed behavioral

changes in a patient when a new stimulus was introduced. Facial expressions,

word intonations, ;sentence structure, and. body.movement denotedthese change

and it appeared that the total personality of the patient was being control

by several different'inner people. Berne (1961) observed the various

"selves" transacting differently with other people in ways that he found

could be analyzed. He saw that some transactions had ulterior motives as

they were used, by the person.to manipulate others into psychological "games"

T.A. was originally developed as a method -of. psychotherapy :.' However,

its usefulness is not limited to 'the Oychotherapeutic setting., James and

\Jongeward (1971) and Harris (1969) stated that it also provides a pei.spective

that most people can Understand and utilize for other'purposes.



T.A. is preferably used in groups,

people become more aware of themselves, the strdcture of their individual

personalities, games they play, and the scripts they act out Hallett (1974)

and James and Jongeward (1971) agreed that such awareness enables people

to see themselves more clearly so that they can change those aspects of their

behavior that they want to change and strengthen what they want to strengthen,

dealS with three'types of analYsiS,:

Structural Analysis, -- .analysis of theA.ndividual personality;

Transactional Analysis -- the analysiS of what people' do
andSay:to'eachother;

t Analysis -- the analysis of specific life dramas
at people compulsively act .out.,

: Accepting

are confused,

via a' series p

as a gene al statement that people seeking psychological' help

goal f psychotherapy becomes to resolve that confusion

11. pl nned analytic and synthetic operations (Agel, 1971;

Berne, 1966). Greenbla t and Levinson (1967) listed these as the goals of

psychotherapy:- as far s.pos.sible to do no harm, to relieve suffering,

assist natural healing, rocesses, and to prolong life.

Ellis (1,967) cited. that his main .goals; in treating patients in psycho-
,

therapy are leaving the patient at the end of the process with a minimum

."

-of anxiety or 'self bla e an&promotingaminitum of hostility to or blame of

nt. He listed as.equaily important that the:patientothersAn his

' be given a.tethod of s lf-obserVatiolLand selfaSsesstent that will insure him



of the capacities needed to minimize anxiety and hostility for the rest

of his life

Berne 11966) described some methods

state of confusion as: decontamination,

reorientation.` e defined --

of leaving the patient in a lesser

recathekis, clarification,

.. .

decontamination as the rectificatidn of distorted reactions,
'feelings, or viewpoints that the client might' have by a process

analagous to anatomical dissection"; recathexis as "the changing

\...of the effective emphasis the client puts on various aspects:. of

his experience"; clarification as "the understanding by the

patient.of what, is going on in order that he c n Maintain the

.newew condition in a stable form and hopefully extrapolate the.

Previoll processeS (without a therapist) into new situations

that herwill2encouAterafter the Ireaiment'is terminated"; and
reorientation as "le Llianging of all the client ,s. behavior,

responses, and'aspirations,td what'sOme reasonable consensus

would regard as more constructive" (p. 287) :.

Besiges meeting the general criteria, fer.0 Oness preyiOuslide

lineated;I'4k: Spetific4Ily adVantAgeous as a, psychotherapeutic method'

hecatise'lt.:SUpplie.s a frainewOrkAstruturailanalYAisjwith which.deContam:

ination can take, place. It
j

.

explicitly states what particular:ego state

is cdntaminating the other (Berne, 1964; Harris, 1969). Structural ayalysis

also provides a key wa.to answer the questions: (a) Who am I? (b) Why,

do I act .the way that .I do?2 (c) now did I.get this way? Pmnes

,Jongeward, 1971) .-

and

Because of clear statements in easily accessible material, the special-
, '

iied vocabulary, and ,the operational nature of T.A., it also offers,an easily

learned fraMework for clarification and-an immediately verifiable check on

the'cieni's degree of ;reorientation (Berne, 1966) Berne futhell contended



that the general'applicability and the rapid effectieness of. T.A., afford

the therapist an instrument for accomplishing this therapeutic obligation with

relative economy and that. the therapeutic results of T.A.,compare favorably

in stability with those-of any other. approach,.

Favorable'results with T.A. have been reported by.James (1975)

organizing and training advocate groups to maintain personal control duxing

the. Civil Rights movement; in the Little Rock, Arkansas Board of Education's

attempt to develop :.a more responsive and effective school system alesterly,

by James (1973) in an effort to-promote better-relationships

.within the church setting. were possible :.because of,th

standing made possible by the concept (It ego

construct undergirding the theory of T.A.

states, which is the

An ego state is a toherent system of feeling accom nied b0.0a related,,,

set of.be avior patterns (Berne, 1961). Dr. Wilder Penfiela's work with

epileptics provides the major: substantiating evidence for Berne's definition.

Penfield (1952, 1953, 1959) conducted a series of 'Syrgical experiments draing,

which he used a stimulating electrode to outline the epileptogenic area of the

'temporal cortex of the brain. The patients were anesthetized locally and

were in each case able to talk with Penfield during the operation. Penfi

(1952) found that the electrode fOrced patients to verbalize recollec

derived from their memories, strongly indicating that the brain

high fidelity recorder. Penfield described these recollectio

single past recollections that appeared in the patient's consciousness whether

they desired them to or not.



Penfield and Jasper'(19S4)conclUded thatexperiences. and -the feelings

associated with 'thee are recorded in -detail. and one cannot be eVOked-ic

0
.

independently Of the other; this evoked:reC011eqition being theexadt;repre

duction ofr]hat was seen felt, and:heard initialI e information is

stored, it remains indefinitery in the memory and is'at least potentilIly

,

retrievable even if one's ability to recall, it disappears (Penfield and

Roberts, 1959; Ruch Ad Zimbardo, 1971; Shiffrin and Geisler, 4.973).

It must be noted here that Penfield s work has yot been experimentally

replicated. In a recentHunsuddessfula tempt:toteplitatelhe wotk.of

:Penfield, conduCted at the National Instufu e. of:Mental Health, (197s)

attributed failure to differences the material/ composifion of the

electrode and in the type of anesthesia,used. Other scientists (Hicks, 1975;

Mathura 1975) agreed that such differences-in apparatus can make for different

.

results in experiments of this type.

The human personality is structured Such that there are three.egostates

operating termed Parent, Adulf, and Child (when capitalized reference is

ego states; when not, referenCe is to actual people) which are Separable and

distinct sources of behavior (Berne, 1961; 1964). Berne (1961) contended

that ego states represent. real people.who.preSepily'exist or once existed,

making them realities and not just abstract concepts.

The-Parent ego state is'compOsed of the:advice, triticism, prejudices,

moral values, and nurturanee-that parents giyeto.their Children (Berne,'1961;

Recordings of all-Of the Nalue,judgments, Moral decisions and



learned from'

Apeqple in one's.lifeare found

to think,:. feel, _act, talk, and

influential others, behaving or

James and JongeWard,: 1971).

qparentt, olderiibl,ings,:and other influential

.

.

in'theTarent ego State...Thei cause one

respond b.s one observed one's parents and

responding during childhood' (Berne, 1961;

The Adult ego state is oriented to current reality and objectively

functions as a computer of the iinformation gathered

(Berne,' 1961; Hallett, -19710.,

The Child ego state contains all of the natural feelings Aat one has

....during infancy (Berne, 1961, 1964; "Harris, 1969): Berne ,(1961) stated that

within .a little b y or little girl with

nrresponses that the person had during a certain age

or 'children in America, egostate development is heavily influenced

interactions they have with family members, thecommunity; and society-

t-large, all of which exist in a network of interdependent relationships

(Berne, 1961; Parsons 1951; Billingsley, 1968). The conditions of community

life and the lifestyle of the family are directlydetermined by:those

subsystems Of values, politics, economics, health, welfare,and communications.

that serve to make up society-at-large (Parsons, -1951). .--Forexample,

James and.Johgeward (1971) contended that it is the larger society that dictates

differential ego state, development for males and females; females are

programmed to be wives and mothers, be passive, banal, seductive, and



nurturant. Men, on the other hand, are programmed to work and take care

of things,'be aggressive, successful, look manly, and manipulate women.

0

Developmentally, the Child ego state is the fir4t to emerge and is

the most valuable aspect of the personality (Berne, 1966; James and Jongeward

1971), The infant centers hiS awareness around' his own needs And comforts,,.

seeking to avoid .painful eXperiOnces and responding at the feeling level,.

The Parent ego state.develpps next and'is often fitSt observed when

young children play at imitating their parents (Berne, 1961; James Id

Jongeward, 1971)' . Hallett (1974) contended that some parents)are pleased
,

at, the refleetionS their children show of them'while other.parentsare

shocked with disbelief.

The Adult ego state develops as the child tries to.make sense of-his

world (Hallett, 1974). James and Jongeward (1971) also stated-that the

Adult is observed operating when children figure out how to :.manipulate others.

Although; according to Berne.(1961), Penfield 's work iiiovided the major

substantiating evidence for the,concept of ego 'states, research.,of the

phenomenon is not alien to the field of psychology., Experimentalists have

explored the processes of association and memory for a long time.' Verbal

learning theorista hdve studied long and short 'term memory With special

emphasis upon retention and recall. Cofer :(1961), in areport of the

proceedings of the Conference on Verbal Learning;

are still uncertain as to how the phenomenon



Much discuision and research in this area of psychology are .centered around

attemptsAto determine if dettrioioation of memory trace aFtually occurs

and if interference is responsible for i Cofe (1961) stated that, the
.

conferring ,experimentalists (Deese, GosS; Bonfield, 'Russell, Noble, Fastman,

. - . ,

:

and Underwood) ) -agreed that "context I.in:theproceSSi of .recall .is .an ext eme1)0,'i
. ,....: :

. _

important variable and deserves, much more study that it has had" (p.9).

. .

Literature in the area of hypnotic. regression futhersubstantiates, the

cOnceptofegO)States: Bergson:D.890o Contendedth therl exists

'repeating" type of Memory analogous to`theMastering of. .a lesson; once

learned, rememberance of:this event does not differ from the1 initial or

primary' experierice, Bergson' (1896);, further' contended that this type of

memory i S,not" to be Hconfused 'with- intre "rePteseiltatibn_Of-- a past experience ,
. .

for the memory -is actually 'reliVed :as', though :it were a part' of the present,

Macurdy (1.92S).',w10.1e working withl(Orsakeff,patients that a

person may fail to recognize or remember a person- or happening .although ,his

behavior indicates that a mnemonic trace

happening is stil present . He 'gave% hi s

r - -

or registratiOn-of the person or

full name and address to the patients,

and in,a few..minutes both were -completely.

later presented the patients with a, list of 10 names and addresseS, with

forgotten. by them. When Macurdy

his ,-being aping them, and:asked the.patients.,to guess. Whith:one they thought

was hi's; Ahe patients gueSsed' correctly,` demonstrating. the permanence e

------ of information stored in the brain.



r.

fladfiela (1,928) ''was' intereAted in the extraordinarfeeling tone:

aecoMpanking expqriences that were relived. He foundsthat forgotten details

couldbi ylvidly -recalled and much',of the original effect associated with

significant experiences seemed to be recovered in °hypnotic regression,-

Gindexi:(1,95l) hypnoticany,regressed a subject backto age six.

then instructed the subject to write his,name on a blackboard, and subse-

queh ly,.onfa sheet of paper. When compared with.actual writing in an old
.

notpbookprovided-by the subject's mother, the names:were alike in every

detail. Thus, Ginden (1951) contended that the possibilities of simple

recall or simUlation accuracy were very unlikely.

Dorcus (1956) reported that,-accordingto ablation theory, when a

:person is hypnotically regressed to n certain age, all knowledge acquired'.

after that age is absent. This theory is supported by studies that show that

regressed subjects

Chronological age. The tests used in these studies were tests of, intelligence

function on tests-of all kinds as would a person of that

the Rorschach, and drawingteits. Dorcus (1956) insisted that age-regression

s a proven reality; however, more systematic research is needed tosperma,

nently settle the question of genuineness..

,-:

And:,Sheerer (1659) stated that remembrances are accompanied Y the
. .

consciousness of an "autobiographicindex of events which, otherwise

unavailable to the normal conscious .fate, can be experienced during hypnotic
, , ,

regression., They contended 'that mOtC'eS-Sential is'.te,tfact. that the .'event
,

HaccompOled by the eXperienced-feeling. Reiffanl.5Cheerer (1959) alSO
.

7



spoke of involuntary memory; a scene of.:the past comes unbidOn to the'

mind and is experienced in the "now". They observed that subjects experi

enced the recall of events as if for the first time.

Kroger (1963) contended that.all memories, no matterliowtrivial, are

stored,. in the brain and leave an indelible impression, and that most

ican be recovered when the proper association pathways are stimulated: Kroger-

, (1963), agreed with the ablation theory as described by Dorcus,(1956)

in that once a subject is regressed to a particular age, all memories

following that age to which the .subject is regressed are ablated. Hoiever,

Kroger (1963) insisted that age-regression is a reinacted simulation of

past events in the framework of the present and must be differentiated

?.

from revivification, in which he contended thatltbe Ilypnotized-per$Pn.

'actual1y relives earlier events of his life. RegardjeSs-of:Aheterminology
't

used to describethe phenomenon, Kroger (1963) acknowledged that the actual

reliving of an incident ,as,-though it were?the time at which it occurred does

exist.

Saunder-Das (1966) also contendOd that regression is of two,types. One

isthe actual age regression in whI2ch theysubject simulates the manners,

characteristics, and writing prevalent at that age. The second type of

Saunder-Das (1966) posited is the heightening or reviviV.-'regression

cation '.of memoPy for.a.43articular stage of a prson's life. SaundeD-Das

(1966) stated that the memories for the particular, period of concentration

are sharpened; the.person is aware that he is not the'age suggested 'wring



ykosIs, he/sh-still rememberi the events or incidentS which occurred

then and can report the feelin& that were associated with them.

Cheek,,and LeCron (1968)....disiinguished between:complete 'and. Partial

regression. In complete regression 'the 'subject is told that he is a

certain age anChis consequent, behavior,appears to be of that' age:

LeCron (1968.) described the subject's. voice as becoming childlike if regressed

to age six'ewithwriting,skills'andsresults of intelligence.and other tests

given indicating the level pf regression to be 'nearly as young as suggetted..

Partial. .regression enables a:peront2 relive an,.experiencewith all

five-senseS,fundtio#ng. :Cheekand' LeCron-11968) contended that the'persOri

sees, hears; feels', SMefls, and tastes as if these sensations are part of

the event relied.' They also stated that with partial.regreSsipn,-the

person is aware of-who he i$ and knows'the identity of the hypnotist while

simultaneously reliving oe suggested time, or experience :.: Cheek and.teCroni

,(1968) stressed the value.of this aspect.of regression, in that he.PerSon.

.

.geins.:insiiht;whemt4p0,.back to a: childhood the perSonl.s:able

to understand it with. sir" adult viewpoint.

ThomPson (19,76) contended that the nature of the,"engram," the physical.

. .

-.,processes that form thejleiis of .4earning.;:.iS the:mOstchallenging problem'

in psychology today.. Notirtthe.diffiCIAIiipsexperimentAl analysts.enceunter.

Wben.tryingtolocate the. engraM.,.ThoMPSOn(1910 Concludedthat the,Membry,

.trace does exist, 'although, the evidence on its localization,MiOpelead one

to'concludethat the proCess of learning jUs.does not occur:

.118



Schwartz, Fair, Salt, Mandel, and. Klerman (1976) found that co-Vert

muscle Changes accompany cognitive processes that relate to different

emotions elicited by imagery, using electromyographic proce4ures. . They

discovered that when subjects imagined happy, sad, and angry situations,

different patterns of facial muscle activity were' 'produced, and that these

subtle, typically covert, facial .expression patterns differentiated

pressed from .non-depressed subjects. SChwartz et.- al. (1976) concluded that

facial ele"ctromyography can provide a sensitive objective index of normal

and clinical mood staies.

john (1976) has rejected Most.moderw theories-Of brain function that

relate specific physical and mental activities to certain places in the

brain. His xresearch has led him to conclude that vast regions of"the brain

are involved in every thought process, with some parts being,more involved

(1976) contended that physiological psychologists. per-

sist in maintaining the old theories of localized brain function which state

that new connections are made between nerve cells in different parts of the

brain when something is learned; despite evidence to the contrary. "The

strongest contradiction is the failure of generations of physiological

psychologists to find undeniable evidence for these supposed connections.

Some researchers have erased memory by cutting parts of animalS' :brains.

But a careful look at these experiments usually shows that the brain damage

caused less specific deficits -- changes in motivation, attention, or sensory,

sensitivity -- and not the loss of a specific memory"



(1976) prOposeda,,,statisticaloonfiguration theory, which stated:

that many brain fnnctionsdrediStributed.throughout most brain regiOnS,.. but

that some regions contribute more than other's to any given

contended that if, as -mist theories assume, cells form

fUnctiOn. He

connections dUring

Iearning, they should reliably, react to the learned stimulus and not to another.

,

However, John (1976) found that the firing .of any cell is random and variable,

the.;average pattern of.aAgreat'many:cells not

cell.: John (1976) also found that, once: the pattern
.

.

and tht remeMbering requires

the activation of any one

of cell .activity "'for a specific stjmulus is, identified, electrical.replicas

of. the4attern could be used to stimulate cell activity,'cadsing the subject

to perform as though it were experiencing a familiar event when, in fact,

was not'.

Dusay'(1972) found that ego states exist within a symbiotic relation-

ship; based.,on the hypothesis that when .one ego state intensity increases,

another must decrease because.of shift in psychic energy which is represented

in this psychophysiological equation:

(P C) mm =

P.,'Jkiandc.represent.all parts' Of ego states :that maTbe,s'eParated. The

part of the equation labelled "mm ": the variable having to do with biological

or social factors. The "K" constancy-is based on the clinical observation.

that when one variable goes up, another goes.down. The implication isthat

there is a constant total amount of psydhic energy, and the use by one ego

This K factor determines to a great extent
L.

the mental health of an individual or group.



Bigostates as a psychological construct are' very important for use by
9

blacks OPerating in a racist environment, in which they are often subjected

to represip.Ve social games by whites (cf. Savage, Seawood and Pierce,

bec ause it localizes the degree to which generalizations can be.made. Whites

and tdacks in America have not enjoyed totally a similarity of families and

Ego states, although Objectively recognizable, are subjectively:perSonal,

familial and cultural in their composition and expression, therefore, neces-

sitating the employment of these factors in the construction of any mental

health delivery system for blacks. Black therapists, mental health workers

other support persons are critical to a mental healtltdelivery system4

that focuses primarilY on a blaCk clientele, because they are most familiar

with black culture and have themselves as a part of history emerged from the

black family. It is these commonly shared experiences that afford them the

greatest opportunity for enhancing the quality of ego state deVelopment and

expression in the black community,
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.

More than fOur years ago (July 1973), the American psyChological

Association's Confeience on Patterns and Levels of Professional Training

held in Vail, Colorado make a series of strongly worded "recommendations

regarding the training of professional psychologists. Among these recommen-

dations,' four were specifically directed toward the-training of clinical

psychologists which have much relevance fbr-us this morning:

. 4

(1)., the offering of services tO'personf'culturally diVerse
baCkgtounds by persons competent
such groups was regarded as unethical;

practicum and internships in "non-traditional settings
were recommended;

(3 traditional.' graduate adinissions standards,'i.e., standardized
test scores, mere considered inadequate in prOviding
culturally diverse and socially responsivppsychologists;

(4) an emphasis on training in primary prevention included an
understanding of the,"social and political origins of
human distress."

*The opinions Centained herein are those of the writer and are not :to be
.construed as Offitial or reflecting the views of the NaVYDePartMent oi,the.
Department of Defense.



It is ,interesting to_notethat a year dallier, the Committeeon COMmunity

Mental,Healthofthe ASsociation:of Black:Psychologists (1972) warned that:4

number of professionals 'cUrrentlyfUnctioning under,tWguise of community

psychologists displayed a blatant lack of clinical skills and theories. These

theories simply have fallen short in meeting the needs and values of America's

minority communities Hence, for the most part, clinical techniques, theories

and training practices halte fallen short and have been not only inadequate but

insufficient and sorely in need,+of updating and/or re-calibration% For example,

the "Rorschach's dependence upon psychoanalytic theory. for interpretation raises

crucial questions as to its sensitivity and validity for individuals who have

been the victims of a racist society among other things. Yet, the:Rorschach

is a widely used instrument for minority clients and has erroneously.been

called "culture-free' by many clinicians. In reaiity, this technique is far'

from being "culture -free or fair" for the Freudian based underpinnings are not

culture-free and certainly most of the psychologists who have administered and

interpreted this test are not "culture-free."

Another leading projective dev.ice of the traditionalist; Thematic

Apperception Test (Tu) calls the process of identifying

in stories which call for interpretive skills more

often found lacking in the liackground, experience and training :of

psychologists.

traditional

It is not my purpose this morning to provide documentation of the

numerous attempts to design and utilize psychological measurement devices-for
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...minorities, but suffice it say that the shortcomings have been 'well

dotumentedin the literature. Another case'in point which illustrates barfiers

to creativity and relevance is traditional psychOlogy's 'reliance on strict

statistical measurement devices and so-caped '!tight" methodological procedures
.

,topreditt the behavior of allyhenomena 4uantophrenicobsesSion forAhe

-utilizatiOL:and.applitations of numberSand:,their acOmpanying4orMUlashaS.:
.

been an outgrowth of psychology's historical heritage.

Taxonomic

c.

emphaSis:UpOnClastification apd::groUpings

alism") haS strongly influenced early, American psychology and, created a cem7i
4

pelling interest in the teasing apart of the mind with what was euphemistically

_referred to as the "brass instruments," of psychology. The brass instruments

of this research were used in psychology to quantitatii-ely measure human

lia and for nearly 100 years since the-

Wundtian laboratory days, we are still'victims of conducting only those studies'

which can be verified by our tools of measurement, we investigate those,

phenomena.(e.g., just-noticeablp-differences, etc.) which we feel safe 'to

measure with our existing,technology. Knowledge, then, becomes synonomous

withmeasurement..J-loWever, we must not acceptthe precept that no knOwledge:
. .

whatsoever is possible without measurement, not that such knowledge cannot.

be worth, havini.

The .mistaken belief that only with statistical measurement cah we maintain

scientific character of our discipline has, created a falsity which is pef-

petuated in nearly every college and university in America.



increasingly. difficult to cOnVince quantophrenics who see truth in no less

than .001 level of confidence (with rep1ications no less) to accept

differing stances, of research methodologies, ANothing short of the possible

rearrangement of their,DNA molecules offep any hope,), The quantophrenic

obsessed With ft Jameworks,argon, a5ld techniques resembles a Carpenter, who

.

becomes Sop wOrrjed about 'keeping his tools clean that,:he has not time to

:cut thee. wood. The.chief advantage of the mechanicarapplications of routine

techniques'is that it permits a ma Aive production of.printed matter without .

much mental effort. (Andreski, 19

iiquantitdtive methods of psychological research have embodied:a great

deal of:SOphistidation and inventiveness; however,, the quantophrenic reMinds
. .

me of-the bld elms with Laurel and Hardy or Charlie Chaplin where you would

see boxers flexing their muscles,making energetic kneebends figEll'Eo-faces

and menacing gestUrps,and thenwaVing their arms in:the air withoutever
s

coming to blows. The proorof the pudding is, after all the 'eating and

the methodological rigorists are' like cooks who woublshow us all their shiny

stoves, blenders,' and what not, without ever making anything worth eating.

(Andreski 1972)

DeSpite the many promises about_immInebreak4hroughs,:irio-diSCOveries:'

in psychOlogy have" been made with, the aid of the ultrasophisticated quanti-

.

tative methods which would add significantly to our ability to explain or

Predict such social pgychologiCal events as racism, intrapunitive behaviors,

etc. :One more'point befqte 121eave this. issue:. _Nobody could Over-guess 'what:

the burning issues are in black AMerican communities from reading,most of the

.APA and similar pfofessional journals. Worse even, if be knew what, the



issues were, hV or she' could scarcely further,his,or.her, underst4Pdibg

-.them by reading those periodicals that resort to extreme:lkrels 6f statistical

analyses. Frankly, Ebony and magazines furnish a far better insight

into blaFk American reality than all the psychological and sociological

journals cotbined.

Now all of, thi4leids me into an underscoring of the four kinds of research

categories (Yankelovich and Barrett):

(1) Useful and True

(2). Useful and False,.

(3) Useless and True.:,;:

(4) Useless and False

As disenfranchised minority scholars who will focus upon the needs of black

communities we can, ill afford efforts in the last three categories.'

THEORETICAL BASES FOR URBAN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY,

Psychological diagnosis is in itself aften misleading and tells,us little

about the clienti however, it reveals much more about the environment in whic

an observer finds him. Amthropological,data suggest that behaviors labele

as bizarre in one'-culture might be coniidered acceptable in another culture

even:if these cultures are contiguous rather than separated by continents

or great distances. :Famon (1952):stated it succinctly; "A:normal:Negro child,

laldMggrownup within a normal family, will become abnormal on the slightest

contact with°the white,world." Suggestive here is an expression

reaction theory which

of societal

hblds that "normalcy" cafegorization and labeling

'follow the need of the power holders in .a given society:



The whole question of societal reaction theory

certain taxonomic features:

(a) behaviors represent deviations- from what is. believed to be

normal in particular sociocultural groups;

the norms against which the deviations are identified are

different 'in' different groups

like other forms Of'deviation, they elicit societal reactions
which convey disapproval and stigmatization;

a label of mentakillnesi applied to'a person
is deviant tonds'to becothe fipd;

( the person labeled as mentally ill is thereby encouraged to:
learn and:accept a role Identitr.wl#cli.perpetuatesthe*.:,
::stigmatizing behavior Patiern-

(9 individuals who are powerless, in a; social group are.More
vulnerabieto this-piocess. than others. are; and

(g)-because.social agencies in..mOderninduStrial society contribute

to the labeling process, they havethe effect of creating
problems for those they treat rather than easing their-problem:

(,Murphy, 1976)

_

Based on these frames of reference, behavior to a significant degree

determined by interaction of -person.and environment.

In order to assist in.comprehending the impact of this interaction,
-

..

training and'education need to'focus upon a systemi,. ...4nalysis to ',provide an

understand14 and theoretical baseldi individ6a1 and group behavior. Systems-

analysis doei not simply,mean a multip icity of diagrams showing flows and

feedbacks but,includes a taxonomy whic distinguishes a pattern of contio44ed
., .

.

and uncontrolled behaviors in an environment. (Kuhn, 1973)



The.' black family -as a social system..°, (Adapted from A.- Billingsley,
Black.Families in".White. America", in E....1. Barnes, The Black ComMunity)
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PHYSICAL INPUTS
(Planf, Materials,

Hoilses, Automobiles,
Hospitals, etc.)

PHYE,IC4,OUTPUTS
(Goods and
Cases Treated,
pupils

.Garbage Removed; etc.)

PYSCHOLOGICAL OUTPUTS
(Satisfactions, Frustrations,
Anxieties',

etc.)



According to,Earnes (.19.72),a. Social-SysteM isanaggregation
4

roles'orpersonS.boundtOgetherfbY a pattern of mutual InteraCtionS'and

interdependence. :It haS boundaries Whidhenable.U.Sto distinguish.the inter

nal from the external environment, and'typicallyit-isboth aSySteMsfOr',

social units smaller than itself, and a subsystem for social units larger

than_itself. A valid case point is the analysis Of the black faMily

diScusSed bk:Eillingsley(l9.68) which illustrates the interactions

dependence withina larger context; (See Figure One)

While all-such environments can be analyzed by-such a systemic eval-,
,

uation, the urban black milieu is' of particular complexity. For this reason;

the urban environment can be characterized by a feedback loop involving human

effOrts,'satisfactions, frustrations,:and community. services. Figure Two

outlines the possible inputs and:oUtputs'of:the system and4ts interactional

sequences. One'psychological approach, to understanding the urban system pro-

focus on the hUman beings who are the atoms, the irreducible

units of ths system. By this.definition:the behavioral_condition6) of

an individual may be viewed as'an output of the system. At every point and

interaction in the loop, specialized needs exis

CENTRAL THRUSTS FOR. TRAINING PROGRAM

The central thrust of such a systems analysis, in a training program of

this nature, is toward the evaluation, diagnosis and prognosisl'of individuals,

groups and institutions in those communities subjected to the influences of

the:Urban environment,' e.g., existing in areas of high population density;

living on marginal incomes or with marginal expenditures for homemaking or



childbearing; living in clusters
isolated from, one another by barriers of

ethni
citY and/or race; liVing rn proximity to high crime areas; delinquency,'

addiction and, their consequence *;
and/or living under'the guidance of value

,

often not consonant
systems

with,value models whith have been expressed by

the majority community.

One behavioral aspect of such,enyironmental conditions can, be viewed'

in the parallel drawn by Pierce (1974) between' oppressive, stressful, urban

conjition's and-eXotic environments.where huManSJiye under great ddi.esS, such

as
airing-a space expedition. -He feels that the inner -city youngster expe-

:

4.iences.far greater stress than an adult on'a space vehiCle. Pierce ton-

strots interesting hypotheses aboutlife in the mundane stressful environment.

As .a result of such possibilities, the implementation

thrust for training Programs, a basic
comprehension of the.urban envi

is essential. Of high priority among the competencies expected of psychol-

ogists and adjunct mental health professionals is understanding the infldences

of the.psychological and other behavioral
characteristics of urban residents

based on such variables as density, poverty, racism, often depressed sur-

,

ism/ridings and disparate value systems,. The understanding which is sougheis

related chiefly to psychological variables which have-a major influence on ,

behavior? It is not expected that the urban clinical psychologist be expert

1111= ecOnomicx, housing,
transportation, recreation and the like. What

is expected is knOwledge of the existence of environmental Variables and the

ways in which they shape the nature of individual and group behavioral pat-

.

teyns
in urban settingS.'.



The competencies based on.this knowledge require make than mere awareness

of enVironmenfal influences or affective Commitments to. do "good? without

reference to the recipients of such favors. At the professional entry level,

over and beyond clinical competencies, knowledge of the findings of research

into the impact of urban environmental factors on behvior and of the postu-
,

lates found in the theories of social psychology are strongly repommended.

Since the research postulates and theories are far from complete, sometimes

contradictory; and exhaustively demanding of further, study, it is expected

that the psychologist will possessthis knowledge at the level of familiarity

extended enOugh to suggest action decisions in practical settings.

Training-courses and seminars are necessary-to expose trainees to. the.

researchlfindings and theoretical positions. Practicum and internship

experiences should provide opportunities to develop skills and to practice

decision-making under adequate and skilled supervision. The research re-

quirements for variouslevels of training'should also provide some exercise

in independent but supervised investigation of variables and, theories.

In the quest for skills and knowledge ifivolved in the examination of

relevant attributes, such training should require competencies in the use of

intellectual, social, and personality measurements and the integration of

them with descriptive' data obtained by health and social workers, and other

mental health workers. .Interpretation of such measures requires consideration
.

of the relationships within the individual and relationships with normative

references; particularly those norms -which are based-on the-indiadual's-



Also involved is

theory which bear on the relation between assessed traits and developMent,

conventional psychometrics desci'ibe bandS of aggregate,: performance fol.-

certain kinds of behavior and attainments but offer negligible evidende fox'
.

estimation' of survival needs and of cortain other dimensions.of-personal

and social development. (The skills and knowledge deriVed from an examination

of social systems models'has particular reference to, group behavior, e.g.;*

cultural patterns.)

The canical psydholOgist^alSo needs from Social psychology, sociology,

cultural anthropology and economics methods'of,examining modes, of >behavioral

interactions which facilitate or inhibit wholesome development. ThdSe, kinds

of analyses can yield information concerning social indicators of behavior,

whip' reinforcements should be given the understanding between the balance

of authority and autonomy, sensitivity to individual anticipations;climates

of positive acceptance or of threats to security, and therapeutic goals.

Such dynamics as these' can be pot eterminers of success'in a therapeutic

relationship and life adjustment. In fact, the postulate which'may be most

basic to this paper is the management of the multiple.lrelationships of indi-

vidual.- peer - authority- home, -community has much more significance
for, one's

mental health than have assessments of personality or psychotherapies however

skillfully applied.

,While the focus here has been based on the individual clien, the same

skills and knowledge are ':relevant to others 'who have rights equal. to the

client's protection from irrational environments.. It is feadily admitted
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that ,al1,'isl'ot 'known about the analysis and management. of social systems;

but this admission is maaewith the recognition that all the data are not yet

in on any specified dimension of the theiapeutic, business. It is certainly

true that the positive results of certain strategies dealing with the manage-

.ment of sockal systemg haVe ,given .More cause for optimism than have,' for

example, diagnOstic groupings.

The cultivation of:SYills and knowledge:.-for: analysig and management
. of

social 1 systems can be developed thropgh study in courses and seminars based on

appropriate research and. theory'which. are available and relevant,

-.exposure to th.e.literature'_and examination of, its merits. Beyond didactic
, t

study fs the obserVation of real events especially in urban settings and

practice under supervision .of the methods of analysis. Competencies

syst4ms analyses calk be established'more readily than competencies of social

sysbAms.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES.

In addition to traditional training objectives designed,to prepare

clinical psychologists, the following program objectives are presented.

(There will undoubtedly be those which may overlap.)

(1) To prepare psychologists who are highly' competent im the
use of psychological tools and concepts studying,
assessing, remediating or preventing mental health problems

. 0
in-urban communities

(?) To prepare psycholOgists who focus on .all
sonal and ,social development.

(3) To prepa,#,psychOlogists who can identify and evaluate
those positive attributes in 'order tocapitalize on
strengths rather than upon deficits.



(4) To e4hasize pebceptiveness on the part of psychologists

in order- to deve40 .the ir r sensitivity.to the nature,

issues and, problems of the inner-city.

(S) To emphasize unddrstanding and participation tn the multi

cultures1 and motivations of the 'people who live in the

inner-city.

To familiarize psychologists with the social, health and

welfare services available in the urban!Community and to

prepare them to makeuse of such agencies.

( ) To establish competency in the use of appropriate information,

including but not limited to test data, for the. asse:Ompnt

of, cognitive functioning, personal adjustment, motivation

and attitudes.

(8) To train psychologists in the
non-test observations.

collation :ands Of

(9) Tq, develop competehcies in varied psychological therapies

and procedures used to meet the'needs 'of individuals and

their, colOunities.

(10) To develop competencies :the :pSychologi!t to

in and understand-the community as asocial system
7",

These general objectives can be implemented through specifiecYbehavioral

Competencies which are identified in. the following_sectio

BEHAVIORAL .COMPETENCIES ESSENTIAL FOR PERFORMANCE:.

Psychologlists shou d have demonstrated, at professionally accepted

and consistent levels, the following attributes :

-(1) Perceptiveness, understanding and capability for.

Productive interactions with.individuals in urban

settings.'

(2) Ability to- work with professional personne? in,enhancing

the mental health potential of urban inhabitants.

(3) Ability to establish rapport and sensitivity relating to,,

therapeutic interactions with individuals in, urban settings.



(4) Ability to conduct individual* and group, evaluative and
diagnostic studies and to develop appropriate recommen-'
dations which include the specific,: ability to:

evalUateth&oUrren.tjunctional level of an
individual's mentalhealth'Condition;

identify strengths and weaknesses of an indi-,
vidual's mental health.attributes;

assess personality and social.lactors whichaffect
an indiVidUallS personal. and social adjUstment; .

prepare indiVidUal therapeutWprescriptions and.-
.proCedutesAo meet the:needis fOr:inental health;::

,provide individual and group counseling/
therapy.geared toward the,needs of individuals in
urban settings. 1-

Ability to assess behavioral conditions from non-test
observations.

(.6) Ability to work in and understand the urban community,'
as a social system.

These general objectives can be implemented through specified behavioral ,

so?

competencies which are identifiedin the following section.

BEHAVIORAL COMPETENCY STUDY ,

The proposed program to prepa*re urban clinical psyChologists should

be a coherent whole rather than a series Of isolated experiences. At the

same time, certain courses: or SeminarS or practica should be allocated major`'

reSponSibility for assuring that stuaents have ample opportunity to acquire

the requisite .competencies. Since specific course listings will differ
A

:from titut#in.to:AnstitutiOn and in4anY,Cases new offeringS..wilibe.

designed to meet the nieds.of,the general obje'Ctives Ahere is no

course titles in. this section,



BEHAVIORAL 'COMPETENCY STUDY

Identify and List the Behavioral
Competencies Needed fora Effectile
Performance(s) in'the Specific

Areas

Activities, Experiences and Courses
Designed to Develop Each Competency

1. Perceptiveness, understanding,
and capability for productive:
interactions with individuals in
urban settings.

2. Ability. to work with profes-
sional personnel in enhancing the
mental health potential of urban

residents.

3. Ability to establish rapport
and sensitivity relating to ther

apeutic interactions with indi-

viduals in urban settings.

1. Students shOfld be admitted to the
program based. in part on evidence of

prior experience and, in part, on the
impressions gained from an admissions

interview committee. This competency

may be shown through the testimony of

earlier employment or by the impressions
accumulated "by the interview team. If

the competency-is not yet fully evident

at admission, the student should be

placed, for orientation and practicum,
in a setting where the competency can
be acquired during the early part of

training.

2. Students should be given problems
to Solve in real or, simulated situations

as part of seminars and courses. Their

solutions should be critiqued'by appro
priate faculty members and other students

to help sharpen abilities to deal

correctly 'with attitudes and behaviors

on the part of the community.

3. This competency will show specif-
.

ically in-seninars-;=training sessions`

and pra4tices.



/.

4. Ability to conduct individual
and group evalUative'anddiagnostit
stUdie'and to:;develop appropriate.
reComMendations which inClUde the'
specific ability to:'

-
a. Evaluate the current fUnc-
tional level of an individual's
mental health condition:

4, Achievement of this competency
calls for an amalgam of carefully,'
designed learning experiences involving
classroom instruction and practicum
experience, It is envisioned'' as' a

spiral in: ,which didactic instruction
interweaves increasingly, complex
levels with 'supervised practice in the
community;

a, Through classroom instruction,
students. should be taught guide-

lines fbr evaluating functional levels
-of mental health; Particular atten-
tion will be glven,to knowledge con
cerning, psychology of black commu-
nities and-other oppressed minority
groups. Coincident with classroom
instruction students should receive
supervised pTactice in evaluation.and
assessment, of urban conditions which
impinge upon behavioral reactions.
Experience should be provided with
actual conditions in community mental'
health units, clinics, etc.

b, Students should receive supervised
experience in a variety of procedures
used fbr obtdining and evaluating first
hand reports regarding learning,
personality and social strengths and de-
ficiencies. They should be taught the

,. use of standardized and informal
diagnostic tests in termS of cultural

. differences and norffialization data,
Laboratory and, field instruction should
be_correlated with didactic instruction-
in attitudinal and value measurement..

,

Identify strengths and
weaknesses of an imlividual's

f' mental health condition.

c. -Assess personality and social
factors which affect an -individual's

Poisonal and social adjustment.

. '

c. Techniques of group, and individual
observation and testing of social and
personal,characteristics will he demon -
'strafed by specialists. The techniques
of observation and testing should be
practieed by, students along with their
formal instruction' in personalty
theory and in social psychological
theory.



. Prepare indiiridual therapeutic
presCriptionS and procedUre4 to
meet 'thepleeds for mental health

programs...

e. Ability to provide individual
and group counseling/therapy. :
geared toward the needs of indi-
vidtials in urban setting. '

5. Ability, to assess behavioral
conditions from non-test obser
vations.

.,

d.Various PsYchother-.y hniques
shpuld be taught throu actual

participaltien. Co ce, s of social

issues should he int woven in, the

sessions so as to sensitize needs for

its recognition. ,Techniques for
involvement in community mental health
programs should be instructed.

e. Students will participate in
clinics, units, and other available
community, efforts with special
emphasis on understanding urban.
programs'. : In this procesS, the student

will undergo a program to uAderstand

him/herself in relationship to

mental health.

5. Students will receive instructions
and supervised practice in preparing
written and oral explanations of behavior

emanating from urban environments. The

explanations should -be checked for
factual and theoretical accuracy and for
clarity of ,communication to thejintended
target .of persons. The students should be

shown.-'how to draw both short-range and

olong-range implications from observed be-

hav ior, , leading to recommendations..
Students should be e)cposed to an under-
standing and appreciation for value.
priorities found in inner-city environs.

The ability to establish rapport will be'

emphasized, Special attention should,
be given to the student' s learning. to use

vocabulary and 'illustrations which are

readily, tuld4rst.coodJu:tho bulOr-lcitY;;-
betting.

164
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Ability. to work in and under" 6... Theoretical instruction should be
stand' the urban community as. a social pre'sented in understanding and uti-

4: system.' lization of social systems analyses.
Emphases of.this instruction should be ',
specifically directed to goals, ger-
ceptions and paths of action. Inherent
in the understanding of social systems
are the relationships of goal attainment
with aspirations, frustrations and
achievements,' Psychological urban
-indicators which focus on the frequency
and intensity of satisfaction (or
disatisfaction) aspects'of urban
life perceived as impvtant by citizens
should be thoroughlY atalyzed.

.-
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